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Mode poustbie by Cling Surface. 

PA. 

Mines and Ovens in the Connellsville Coke Region, Penna. 

"GENUINE CONNELLSVILLE COKE 

For Biast Furnaces and Foundry Cupola Work; also Crushed Connellsville Coke (substitute for 

PITTssURcC, 

= EF * ECT OE Coes ESE cy C>., 

Post Office, 

13,500 Ovens. Daily Capacity 

S27” Direct connections with all Railroads entering the Region. 

Quotations, Freight Rates, Pamphiets giving full information, promptly furnished on application. Anthracite Coal) for manufacturing and domestic purposes. 30,000 tons of Coke, 
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Moore's Anti-Frietion| FORSTER, WATERBURY & CO.,) 
DIFFERENTIAL PIC — 

STEEL, CHAIN HOIST. 
Adjustable Automatic Brake. 

Self sustaining at every point. 

Highest Efficiency 
A New Movement. 

A Perpetual Compound Lever. 

Powerful, Simple and Durable. 

Light, Compact and Strong. 

NINE SIZES. 

Half Ton to Ten Tons Capacity. 

AL80 

HAND POWER CRANES, 

WINCHES, &c. 

Moore Manufacturing Co., 

636-638 Rookery, 

“DICKMAN & MACKENZIE, 
71 Atwater Bidg. 

Mining ——— examined. Ores sampled a! 
m 

General analyses of Ores, Slags, 

ORE, COKE. CHICAGO. 

CHICAGO SCREW CO. 

oe WE 

Tw & 

Bye REN 
-2 ria - 

UBICAGYU, 

1224 Rookery Bidg 
CLEVELAND, 

rts. 
etals, Fuel 

Foundry Materials and Products, etc. 

CHEMISTS AND ENCINEERS. 

nes, furnaces and all lake 

—— 

Bristol's Patent Stee! Beit 

LACING. 

Most Perfect 
fastenin for 
all kinds of 
Belting. 
Samples free. 

CLEVELAND. O. 

READY TO APPLY §«6FINISHED JomrT 

THE BRISTOL CO., Waterbury, Conn. 

IT PAYS to advertise in The tron Trade Review. 

IMOMESTEEL — 

Se 
“ITTsBURe 

GALVANIZED IRON 

(like everthing else) wants watch- 

ing. Builders get what they want ; 

they do not always want what the 

owner and architect want, 

Apollo Iron and Steel Company, 

Pittsburgh, Pa, 

MOTORS ETC. Se? fein 

TURNBUCKLES. == 

Cleveland City Forge & Iron Co., 
CLEVELAND. O. 

ENTERPRISE BOILBR COMPANY 
YOUNCSTOWN, O 

POWER TRANSMISSION 
WA: JONES FOUNDRY MACHINE 

7 IS=-59_ S0_SLFILAr 

A large and growing circulation among 

machine shop and foundry firms has 

THE IRON TRADE REVIEW. 

MINING ENGINEER, CHEMIST, 
_ASSAYER. 

BENEDICT CROWELL, 
Atwater Building, Cleveland. 

Draught Stacks, Blast Furnaces and Heavy 

Plate Work a Specialty. 

Write for’ Estimates. 

on a Book, 
Being Part II of American Foundry 
Practice, giving the best methods and 
rules for obtaining good castings, with 
detailed description for making molds. 
A thoroughly practical book that 
should be in the hands of every mold- 
er. By Thomas D. West. 460 pages; 
cloth $2.50 

Sent, postpaid on receipt of price, by 

The Iron Trade Review Co., 
PITTSBURG 

CHICAGO, ILL. NUMBER 21 

~ ae 
YOU -- 
USE -- 

BOILERS * 
The Carnegie Steel Co., The Illinois 

Steel Co., The Apollo Iron & Steel Ce., 
The Shoenberger Steel Co., Jones @& 
Laughliins, Carrie Furnace Co. and Na- 
tional Tube Works Co., are among these 
who use the 

“CAHALL” BOILERS. 
IMustrated descriptive catalogue 

free on appication. 

Cahall Sales Department, Pittsburg, Pa. 

P/HOISTING 

When yeu write to firms ad- 

vertised in our columns, please 

mention the fact that you took 

their address from our paper. 

They will thank you for it. 

W. S. ROCKWELL & CO., 

OIL FURNACES. 
26 Cortiandt 8t., New York Oity. 

WORKS, SHANKUN. 

James V. Rose. 
.. PROPRIETOR... 

SHARON FIRE BRICK WORKS, 
Contractor in Fire Brick Construction. 

Manutacturer of High Grade Fire Brick. 

MINES, CLEARFIELD CO,, PA. 

ANALYSIS: 
Brick. Roch Clap. 

SILICA, $4.50. SILICA, 47.08. 
ALUMINA, 44.20. ALUMINA, 9.00. 
LOSS ON IGN, 5. LO88 ON I10N,13.20 
IRON, -15. IRON, -I2. 

SHARON, PA. 

See large Advertisement of 

B. F. STURTEVANT CO., 
Boston, Mass., 

On Page 24, 

BLOWERS, FANS, ENGINES. CHICAGO. CLEVELAND. 

THE UPSON NUT CO., Cleveland, O. 

MACHINE AND CARRIACE BOLTS, 
ENDS, WASHERS, ETC. 

+ + + MANUFACTURERS OF - - 
HOT FORCED AND COLD PUNC HED NUTS. LAC SCREWS, BOLT 

Catslioave end Prices on Applicatior. 
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eauisics WM. B. POLLOCK & CO. “Sr, 
Tank Cars. with inquiry please give ad. No. 6. YOUNGSTOWN, O. Boilers, Tanks, etc. 

Red Cedar, —=STewerrs— 
PATENT LIME-EXTRACTING 

PINE OR CYPRESS. 

HE uae a EATER“ FILTER 
Kalamazoo, Mich. COMBINED. 

Is the only lime-extracting Heater that will t 
Miller, Wagoner, Fieser & Co. ; Scale tn Steam Boilers, semoving sll impurities 

from the water before it enters the boiler. 

Thoroughly Tested. 

PIG IRON, COKE. OVER 8,000 OF THEM iN DAILY USE. 
Columbus, O., 1d Bid 
Chicago, Ill., Monadnock Bid 
St. Louis, Mo., Bank of Com. Sidg. 
Pittsburg, Pa., Hamilton Bldg. 

senel Sinmnge ana Sanna Stilwell- Bierce & Smith-Vaile Company, 
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. 

HARTY, J. H. & Co, Rubber Stampe DAYTON, OHIO. 
Seals, Stencils, Automa Punch and Numbering Machines. oa Seneca St. | S@°CHICAGO OFFICE, 63 S. Canal St. 

Compressed Air is the life of the Holland Submarine Torpedo Boat. Byan INGERSOLL-SERGEANT Class “ E” single acting Com 
pound Air Compressor, air is compressed up to 2,500 pounds pressure, and is used for ars the water x vt tanks, driv = 
the horizontal steering engines, driving the engives controlling the diving gear, ventilating, respiration, and other purposes 
The details of which have startled the world. 

The Ingersoll-Sergeant Drill Company, “*""New'vork. 
The Encyclopedia of Founding and Dictionary of Foundry Terms 

Used in the practice of molding. Together with a description of the tools, mechanical appliances, ma- 
terials, and methods employed to produce castings in all the useful metals and their alloys, including 
brass, bronze, steel, bell, iron and type founding, with many original mixtures of recognized value in the 
mechanic arts. Also aluminum, plating, gilding, silvering, dipping, lacquering, staining, bronzing, tin- 
ning, galvanizing, britannia ware, German silver, nickel, soldering, brazing, ores, smelting, refining, as- 
saying, etc. By Simpson BOLLAND, author of “ The Iron Founder,” “ The Iron Founder Supplement.” 
12mo.; cloth; sent postpaid on receipt of price, . . . as 

THE IRON TRADE REVIEW Co., eieiets: Cleveland, Pesci. 

Complete eae a 

aR AR SUIPRESSORS Clayton Air Compres r Compressor Wks. 
COPPRESSORS For every application of Compressed Alr Power. uayton Air pegggre YORK. 

THE ROBERT W. BUNT & CO., 

Bureau of Inspection, Tests ana Consu'tation. 
Casut Aooress METALFAC-CHICAGO ABC Cove 

E. H. STROU D & co.. PITTSBURG : CHICAGO : NEW YORK: 
METAL FACTORS. Park Building. 1187 The Rookery. 80 Kroadway. 

5 ~ Reports on iron and steel processes : un ad plants. 
The Products of and Suyyplaet for Inspection of steel rails, opiles bars, railroad cars, 
IRON STEEL: TIN-PLATE - BRASS —— axles, etc Chemical Laboratory— —< 

: é - ysis of ores, iron, steel, oils, water, etc. Physica 
COPPER ‘LEAD -@ = WORKS. Laboratory—Test of metals, drop and pu! ling test 
J6 La talle Sheet ~/00 Nelteam Sbrved- of couplers, draw bars, etc. Efficiency tests of 
CHICAGO. NEW YORK. boilers, engines and locomotives. 

Send for catalogue F. A. EMMERTON ; / LECTROTYPE 
 ( RAND DRILL co.) Analytical Chemist, PENTRAL CL ENGRAVING 
So AND METALLURGIST. a 57 cuaip St CLEVE F fo. 
1328 Monadnock Block, Chicago. Orgs sampled at lake ports, mines and furnaces. , ji 00 OD ENGRAVING — 

Analyses made of Ores, Metals, Fuels, Railroad 

Oo. TEXTO R, end Poundry ‘Supplies, etc 
9 Bratenahi Buliding, CLEVELAND, 0O.| ARMSTRONG LATHE AND PLANER TOOL. 

Chemist ai Metallurgist ‘ 

Anal made of Metals. Ores, Fuels and Sup- Millett’s Patent sees oe Se a re 

plies for Furnaces, Steel Works ‘and Foundries. nd for Circulars to 
Ores sampled at mines, furnaces and lake ports. C { [ 

advice furnished to operators of Blast Furnaces ORE O EN 

Mintog pe = +7 © 
For 12% , Chief Chemie to the Cleve- The best in the world. 

ARMSTRONG BROS. TOOL CO., 
158 Superior St., CLEVELAND, O. | MILLETT CORE OVEN CO., Brightwood. Mass. os w. washington st, - cHicne®, 
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CLEVELAND, O. Votume XXXI. 

THE 

WEEK IN IRON CIRCLES. 

THE MARKET AT LARGE. 

An improved feeling in Eastern markets and un- 

changed conditions in the Central West are to be 
noted in the week. The abundance of Government 

work, the greatly increased demand for mechanics 
at many points, and the higher prices for the neces- 

sities of life are strong factors in the situation. 

And while they have not produced any advances in 

wages as yet, with here and there an exception, 

they have led buyers to the belief that the outlook 
is rather for a stronger market than for any decline 
in prices. The result is a more general disposition 

to contract, particularly for pig iron. In general, 

buyers want to make larger engagements than pro- 

ducers are willing to entertain. May has been a 

good month in foundry pig iron, and the large 
orders have been accompanied by a good aggregate 

of small ones. Charcoal iron, owing to the heavy 
demand for agricultural malleables and for war 

munitions, has had an unusually active market for 

the past two months, the large buying that came 

with the discontinuance of the Lake Superior selling 
arrangement having kept up beyond expectations, 

even under an advance from ‘the lowest prices. 

Western business has kept Southern coke iron 

stealy under the loss of export trade, and Eastern 

sales in the past two weeks have been increasing. 
In general there is an improvement over the situa- 

tion of two and three weeks ago, without the appear- 

ance of any clearly defined reasons for the better- 
ment, unless the country’s unparalleled agricultural 

prosperity, with its assurance of large return to rail- 
roads and implement manufacturers in the coming 
year, is counted upon to make all business remuner- 
ative. The producers of Bessemer pig iron for the 
market find the situation shaping toward the main- 
tenance, in the second half of the year, of the con- 
servative price they have fixed for their product. 
Third quarter business will soon be placed by Cen- 
tral Western steel works, and the $10 furnace price 
is now regarded as established. The present weak 
market for billets is evidently holding back business 

in Bessemer iron. Tin plate mills are doing their 
full share in consuming steel, but trade is rather 
backward in black sheets, and the consumption of 
steel in the wire nail trade is not what was to be 
expected. This latter may be more apparent than 
actual; the real significance of the situation being, 
probably, that jobbers’ stocks are running down and 
that buying from the mills will be of small propor- 
tions, while the trades’ tests the permanence of the 
agreed prices—$1.15, Pittsburg and Cleveland, for 
Wire and $1.30 for wire nails. The feature of the 
week in finished material was a large contract for 
bars—close to. 25,000. tons—placed by a Western 
agricultural concern, the bulk of it going to an Ohio 
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River mill. The long deliveries kept some mills 

out of the competition. Chicago had a good run of 

structural business, and it is becoming evident that 

shape mills will have fairly steady operation in the 

next two months, in spite of work held up by the 

war. Railroad requirements are a steady factor, 

each week making its contribution of car orders. 

The shipment of plates some weeks ago from a 

Pennsylvania mill to a Belfast shipyard is followed 

by a 5,000-ton order for ship plates taken by a West 

ern mill, for Glasgow. A low through rate is 

reported to have been secured via the St. Law- 

rence. Ship plates at Glasgow are now quoted at 

$28, as against $22 in the United States. 

PITTSBURG. 
Orrice or The dron Trade Review and Industrial World. \ 

808 TRADESMEN'S BUILDING, May 2s. } 

The prosperity in the West is bringing out orders in abun- 
dance from the makers of agricultural implements, and one of 

25,000 tons of steel bars—a season's requirements—was taken 
by an Ohio Valley mill in the latter part of last week. Long 

deliVeries are not attractive to the mills now, and three of the 

large Pittsburg mills would not quote on the inquiry. In all 

lines except sheets the buying is fully satisfactory, the war 

notwithstanding. In sheets the season so far 1s quite back- 

ward. 
Pic Iron. — Additional valley furnaces are preparing to 

blow out in accordance with the furnacemen’s agreement. 

The Thomas Furnace at Niles will bank in a few days. 

There is still outside iron offering, and small sales on a basis 
of $9.75 and $9.85 valley are reported. A lot of 1,000 tons is 

reported sold at $9.85, valley. No further sales at the fur- 

nacemen’s price are reported. Gray forge is quiet again, but 

prices are maintained both in Pittsburg and the valleys. 
Quotations in Pittsburg are as follows: 

DORR OMIGT,, TRTRET cocceces ccc cmceccccssscccccccesccvensstesease eccovceconscneses $ 9.75 to §$ 10.00 
ne | Ee 10.40 to —._:10.65 
me hee 
SRD, B PORE ccccecsesccccnsseccecocssssccc cocsseccccvessanccccnseccovesesoncessens 9.@ to 10.00 
BED. 8 PRCT G ccccccssscccnpssccesccnesecceees cores cocensnenccosesscenscoanne*eocnness 9.50 to =. 99.75 
GEOG POH, GRIEG s.cccece cccccece covccccce covcvcevccesccccccscsoese see ancess 8.75 to 8.90 
Gray Forge, Pittsburg....................... setppaeitnenenpeameien ~~ 2a 0 9 25 

Sree..—Billets and rods are in no demand and weak, while 
sheet and tin bars are wanted for immediate use at good 
prices. Rods are weaker and are quoted at $20 and $20.50, 

maker's mill. Bullets are held at $14 75 and $15, valley and 

Wheeling makers’ mill. Pittsburg mills are well sold up. 
Steel mills are still behind on sheet bar deliveries with little 

prospect for an early improvement. Sheet bars are quoted at 
$16.50 and $17, maker's mull, valley, Wheeling and Pitts- 

burg. 
Sueets.—Sheets feel the war more than any line of finished 

material. Not only is new business at a low ebb, but specifi- 
cations cannot be had on orders long since booked. ‘The sea- 

son is far behind and mills are expecting a strong reaction 

later in the summer. Quotations are still on the $1.95 base 

for No. 28, although lower prices are being made. For gal- 

vanized sheets, 80 and 7% per cent off is asked. 

Piatses.—The plate mills are the busiest among the finish- 
ing mills. Railroad and shipyard wants are alike heavy and 
the mills have all they can take care of. The press dispatches 
telling of another 1,000 steel car order are incorrect, and refer 
to the original order which is now being turned out. Mills 

quote: Tank, \ inch and heavier, 1.10c; shell, 1.15c; flange, 

1.20¢ to 1.25¢, fire-box, 2c and upwards. 
Bars.—One of the Ohio valley mills took the large agri- 

cultural bar order which was on the market last week. It was 

the season’s requirements of a Western concern and was esti- 

mated at 25,000 tons. Delivery is at Chicago and it is said a 

delivered price was made. The three largest makers in 

Pittsburg, as well as Western mills, refused to sell so far 

re. 
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ahead on the present market. Other agricultural work is up 
in abundance but the mills are not looking on such tonnage 
with favor. Mills still quote 95c for steel bars but goc and 

92'%c are taken by hungry mills. Bar iron in the valleys is 
selling at gsc. Branded muck bar is quoted at 1.20c and up- 
wards. 

Pires AND Tuses.—Pipe quotations are now on a small order 
basis instead of being quoted on car load ‘lots as heretofore. 

The injustice of the old method has grown steadily more ap- 
parent and the action was taken with co-operation of the mills 

and jobbing interests. The quotation now made of six tens 

and 2'4 per cent off is a virtual continuation of the six tens 

and five per cent quoted on carload lots. New business in 
pipe is somewhat less than two weeks ago, but there is no 

check in buying on contract. Base discounts are continued as 
follows: Butt weld. black, 57 per cent off; lap weld, black, 
67 per cent off; butt weld, galvanized, so per cent off; lap 

weld, galvanized, 55 per cent off. Discounts on merchant 

boiler tubes are as follows: 2% inch and smaller, 72% per 

cent off; 2% inch and larger, 75 per cent off. The buying is 
still confined to small sizes of pipe. 
SrructurAL Mareriat.—There is no lack of tonnage in 

shapes although the total is an accumulation of small wants. 
New work, for a week, his been heavier. The pool prices, 
which are being held firmly, are as follows: Beams and chan- 

nels, 3 to 15 inches, 1 15c; 18 to 24 inches, 1.25c; tees, 1.20c; 

zees, 1.15c, and angles, 1.0§c. 

Ferro-MANGANESE.—Domestic, 80 per cent, is quoted at ¢50 

delivered, netting the furnaces $48.50 to $49. 50. 

SprecEL.—Domestic, 20 per cent, is quoted at $23.50 and 

$24. Small sales are reported. 
Ovv Mareriat.—Old iron rails are still an active feature of 

the Pittsburg market. Sales are reported of 1,500 tons at $13.50, 

1,000 tons at $13 65, valley, and 1,000 tons at $13.75. But one 

sale of old steel rails is reported—soo tons at ¢10.50. Other 

prices established during the week follow: No, 1 wrought, 

$11.50, net; cast scrap, $9; car wheels, $10.50, gross; char- 

coal, scrap, $10, gross; cast borings, $6, net; wrought turn- 
ings, $6.75, net; heavy melting stock—steel, $10.50, gross. ; 

heavy melting stock, $10.75, gross; billet and bloom ends, 

run of mull, $11; busheling scrap, $9.50, net; machine scrap, 
$9, gross; No. 1 cast, $9 25, gross. 

CLEVELAND. 

Orrice or The /ron Trade Review and Industrial World 
27 VINCENT StT., May as 

The ore stripping situation is unchanged, and the pace is 
not what would be expected from sales which, with consum- 

ing mining companies’ schedules, amount to 11,000,000 to 

12,000,000 tons at date. Shipments must show more life be- 

fore any profitable basis can come even to boats of modern 

capacity. Not a few trips in the grain trade have been made 
at a loss thus far. Wild charters for ore remain at so cents 

Escanaba and so cents for Marquette and the head of the lake, 

and the chances of a change before the closing weeks of the 

season are not brilliant. The sales of Mesabi ores counting 
between 1,000,000 and 1,100,000 tons from the Oliver proper- 

ties, and using estimates on which other consumers are work- 

ing, are fully 3,500,000 tons. The old-range engagements are 
estimated at 8,000,000 to 8,500,000 tons. The price buyers of 
Mesabi ores will eventually pay is not definitely settled, but 
it will probably be, in the case of some ores, 5 cents above 

last year’s basis; others, because of the clear demonstration 
of their physical properties in the past year’s use, will prob 
ably bring 10 centsabove the 1897 price. 

Pic Iron.—Last week's sales of Bessemer pig iron have 
been followed by only moderate activity. The valley furnace 
deals referred to last week as establishing the $10 price were 

for July, August and September delivery, with October added 

in one instance. One lot was 10,000 tons, another 20,000 
tons. Steel works needing to cover for third quarter must 

needs go to furnaces, as iron in middlemen’s hands is prac- 
tically exhausted, with the exception of one considerable lot 
in the Shenango valley, the owners of which are co-operating 

with the furnmacemen. The foundry trade has been of fair 

proportions in the week, but sales are chiefly in 50-ton to 300- 

ton lots. The $9.50 basis, valley furnace, for No. 2 foundry 
is maintained generally, and $9.75 is asked for some irons. 

Charcoal iron has had a good sale. The usual quotation is 

May 26, 1898 

$11.50 at lake port, but this has been shadéd. Gray forge is 
quiet at $8.75 valley furnace. We quote, Cleveland delivery: 

Bessemer, second quarter » Ba... 

so: Soaed Rest tastete [Savio ee se 
No. 3 Foun Dikctsieumaes 9 és Lake Superior Charecal- as 

BiLiets, erc.—The local demand is light. Wire and nail 
mills are not running full and purchases of billets are deferred, 
We quote $15, Cleveland. Rods are weak and there is little 

new buying. The current quotation is $20.50, Cleveland. 

Sheet and tin-plate bars are in good demand, and slow deliv. 
eries are still a drawback. We quote $17. 

FINISHED MATERIAL.—Miscellaneous orders for structural 

material for various uses, chiefly for work already under way, 

have been received in the past week. Pool prices are main. 

tained except on angles, on which the regular delivered price 
of mills in the agreement is 1.13%c or 1.05¢, Pittsburg. A 

mill outside the arrangement is reported to be quoting 1.os¢, 

Cleveland. An Eastern structural mill has established a loca] 

agency and is now a competitor for open-hearth work. Steel 
bars are sold at 1c, Cleveland, and on large orders at a shade 

less. Iron rolling mills are busy and expect to run quite full 
to the middle of the year. If the $4 puddling rate is adopted 

by the Cincinnati convention, the shut-down is not likely to 
be along one. There is little immediate demand for old ma- 

terial by mills, as all stocks will be allowed to run down pre- 

paratory to midsummer repairs and wage settlement. Sheets 

are not as active as was to be expected at this point in the 
season. For No. 27 1.95c, Cleveland, is quoted on carload lots 

and 2c to 2.05c on No. 28. Some sales of iron rails in the val- 
ley at $13.50 to $13.75 are reported. The $1.15 basis is main- 
tained by agreement among wire mills for plain wire, and 
there is considerable activity, galvanized stock both 1n plain 
and barbed wire being most in demand. Ordinarily wire and 
nails are dull or active together, carload orders being for 

assorted lots of both. At present, however, nails are lagging. 
Jobbers are not laying in stocks and now and then makea 

purchase of nails outside the agreement, at liberal cash dis- 
counts. The evident expectation of a $1.25 price, Cleveland 

and Pittsburg, exerts a deterrent influence; but when liberal 
buying is again resumed the mills may have difficulty taking 
care of the business that will be let loose. 

CHICAGO, 

Orrice or The Irom Trade Review and Industrial ot 
1522 MONADNOCK BLOCK, May 2s. 

The volume of sales last week was larger in some lines 
than in the week previous, in others hardly as large. Pig 
iron buyers appear to have satisfied their wants to a consid- 

erable extent, with the extensive buying mm the past month, 
and sales are lessening. The implement manufacturers are 

now figuring on their requirements of bar iron and steel, and 
last week several large contracts were placed, including one 
which will aggregate over 20,000 tons. A considerable sale of 

rails for Canada was made by the local mills, and also a smaller 
one for home consumption. A sale of wire rods for export is 

also reported. 
Pic Inon.—Two or three sales as large as 1,000 tons were 

made, but the bulk of the business closed in the week was in 

lots of soo tons and smaller. The Southern furnaces continue 

to take the larger share of the business going, partly because 
of the lower prices they are making, and partly because the 
local furnaces are so full of orders as not to be anxious for 

business. There has been some talk of an advance in the 

prices of Southern irons, but so far nothing definite has re- 

sulted, and it is hardly expected there will be any change im- 
mediately. The furnaces are very strong, however, and those 

outside of the combination are no longer making as low prices 

as they were three and four weeks ago, holding association 

prices in most cases. The larger part of the demand ap 

pears to be satisfied, and no very heavy buying is looked for 

within the next two or three weeks. A number of the smaller 

buyers have not filled their requirements, and these will 
keep the tonnage closed every week up to fair proportions. 

Quotations are unchanged, as follows: 

Lake Sup. Charcoal......$11 1300 | South’n Coke No. 3....... 
Local Coke Fdy. No. t... 11 1200 | Southern No.1 Soft...... 
Local Coke Fdy. No. 2... 11 1150 | Southern No. 2 Soft...... 10 35 ~~ 
Local Coke Fdy. No. 3... 10 11 00 South’n Silveries ......... 

ch Fa . ackson Co. Silveries... 12 1499 Local Scotch Fdy. No.1. 1 12 00 
Local Scotch Fdy. No. 2. 11 II 50 io Strong be 29 12 35 
Local Scotch Fdy. No. 3. 10 75@11 00 | Alabama Car Wheel...... 14 00@16 00 
South’n Coke No. t....... 10 to 85 Malleable Bessemer...... 11 9@iI20 
South’n Coke No. 2....... 10 1060 | Coke Bessemer............ ao 3 200 

fe Aas s-. - 
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» Bars.—The largest deal of the week was the placing of the 
contract for the season's requirements of the Deering Har- 

yester Co., part of which went to a local mill, and the balance 
to Ohio. This contract will aggregate over 20,000 tons. Two 

other large implement contracts were placed, both from con- 
cerns farther West. Several smaller season's contracts 

were also made. General business was not so good as in the 

previous week, but there is a steady demand, which promises 

to keep up at about the present gait for some time. The 

market is unchanged. Common iron is quoted at r.o5¢ to 

1.10c; guaranteed, 1.10c to 1.15¢; soft steel bars, 1.15¢ to 1. 20¢. 

Raits AND TRACK Supplizs.—Two good sized orders were 

taken—one for from 8,000 to 12,000 tons, for delivery in 

Canada, and the other for 3,000 tons, for home consumption. 
Aside from these, little business was done. Quotations are as 

follows: Rails, $20 to $22.50, according to specifications; steel 

splice bars, 1.15¢ to 1.25¢; track bolts, with square nuts, 1.80c 

to 1.goc; hexagon nuts, 1.goc to 2c; spikes, 1.50c to 1.60c. 

BitLets AND Rops.—A sale of Soo tons of wire rods has been 
made for export. Other business in this market was small. 

Prices are unchanged at $16 to $16.50 for billets, and $22 25 to 

$22.75 for rods. 

Car Orvers.—Within the past two weeks orders have been 

placed for over 2,000 cars including one contract of 500 and 

one of 1,000, both given by the Illinois Central Road. There 
are not many inquiries in the market. Car material has been 

in good demand, and several contracts have been placed. 

SrructuraAL Mareriat.—The Drainage Canal commis- 

sioners let contracts the first of this week for three bridges, 

taking about 3,000 tons of material. The Garrett warehouse, 
1,800 tons, was let last week. A hotel at South Bend, Ind., 

to be let soon, will take about 7oo tons. The contract for the 

new machine shop of Fraser & Chalmers, of this city, figur- 
ing about 600 tons of material, will be let very soon. There 
was no other important business last week, and general busi- 

ness in small lots was hardly as good as in the week previous. 
Quotations are as follows: Beams, 15-inch and under, 1.30c to 

1.35¢; 18, 20 and 24-inch, 1.40c to 1.45c; angles, 1.20c to 1.25¢; 

plates, 1.15¢ to 1.20c; tees, 1.35c to 1.40c. Small lots from 

stock are quoted at & to % cent higher. 
Piates.—The local mills report sales of about 2,000 tons’ of 

plates last week, in small lots. The demand seems to be con- 
fined to comparatively small lots, but these are sufficient to 
make a good aggregate every week. The market is a little 

firmer, and prices have been advanced by some mills. Prices 
are made as follows: Tank steel, 1.15¢ to 1.20c; flange steel, 

1.20¢c to 1.40c; fire box steel, 1.85c to sc. 

Sueets.—There has been a good demand for both black and 
galvanized sheets, and sales last week were very satisfactory 
to the mills. Most of the orders were for small lots, but they 

made an excellent showing in the total. Quotations are made 

at 2c to 2.10c for No. 27, black, and 80 and 1o per cent dis- 

count for galvanized. 
Mercuant Steet.—A few good contracts were closed last 

week by implement manufacturers, and other business of this 

class is expected to materialize right away. The mills do not 
appear to be anxious for business calling for long deliveries 

at present prices. Prices follow: Open-hearth spring, tire 

and machinery steel, 1.60c to 1.70c; smooth finished machin- 

ery steel, 1.60c to 1.65c; smooth finished tire, 1.50c to 1.60c; 

tool steel, 5.50c to 7.50c; specials r1c and upwards. 
Scrap.—There is a considerable demand for 6ld iron rails 

from Eastern markets, but very little business is being done 

here, in that or any other branch of the market. Dealers re- 
port very little inquiry, locally, for any class of material. One 
or two sales of rails were made last week, but all of them 

were trades between mills and railroads. Dealers’ selling 
quotatious are as follows: 

Old iron rails, gross, $12 25@ $12 so | Axles, met...............0000. $14 1475 
Old steel rails long, gr. 10 troo | Cast borings, net......... 42 450 
Old stee! rails, short... 8 7 900 | Wrought turnings, net 6 6 §0 
id wheels, gross......... "I 1150 | Axle turnings, net....... 70@ 725 

Railroad forge, met...... 11 1200 | Mixed steel, gross,...... 725@ 750° 
Dealer's forge, net....... 10 1050 | Stove plates, net........... 575@ 600 
No.1 mill, net............. 800 | Heavy meltingsteel.gr. 5a5@ 8 50 
Heavy cast, net............ be goo | Old iron splice b., net. 12 75@ 13 00 
Malleable cast, net...... 800@ 850 

CINCINNATI. 
May 24. 

In the central district it can be said that the iron market is 

normal and healthy. No speculative excitement exists, con- 

sumers are buying to cover actual wants, and iron is going 
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forward rapidly; yet the past week has been rather quieter 
than the weeks that immediately preceded it. There is not 
at the present time the cutting here and there, that has bee: 

such a feature of the market previously. The views of all 
sellers of Southern iron, owing to the very large tonnage that 
has been placed recently, have been stiffened. There is 

some little inquiry and there is no doubt that May will clos 
in a most satisfactory manner. The last few days there ha 
been something of a tendency on the part of some buyers to 
hold off on account of the uncertainties of the war, but this 

tendency is not general by any means. In fact, as far as can 

be observed in the Central West, trade is going ahead appar- 
ently as if no war existed. The most marked activity is in 

agricultural implement and malleable lines. Persons well in 
formed believe that the former will be unable to meet the de- 

mand, and any stock accumulated in previous years will be 
closed out. Many malleable concerns underestimated their 

requirements and have been obliged to place additional orders 

for round lots of iron. The demand is general for small lots 

of all kinds of iron for early delivery. We quote f. 0. b. Cin- 
cinnati: Southern coke, No. 1 foundry, $9.75; No, 2, $9.50; 

No.3, $9.25; gray forge, $8.75; mottled, $8.75; No. 1 soft, 

$9.75 to $10; No. 2, $9.50 to $9.75; Belfont coke, No. 1, Lake 

Superior, $11 to $11.50; Belfont coke, No. 2, Lake Superior, 
$10.50 to $10.75; Hanging Rock charcoal, No. 1, $14.50 to 

$15.50; Tennesseecharcoal, No. 1, $12.50 to $13; Jackson Co. 

silvery, No. 1, $12.50 to $13; Standard Georgia car wheel, 
$14.25 to $15. 

PHILADELPHIA. 
May 2% 

There are several signs of improvement in the situation. 

The large tonnage of pig iron sales in May has been an index 
of the general feeling that prices have been at bottom recently 

and that the movement is likely to be toward firmness, cer- 

tainly not to any lower level. The effect of the Government's 
navy and army requisitions is more plainly felt for good, as 
the fulfillment of these demands calls in a greater variety of 
plants. And the resumption of armor plate contracting with 

to-day’s lettings is only a promise of large buying in this and 
other lines when the greater naval programmes of the next 

year ortwo are carried out. The better feeling of the past 
week has not been evidenced in advanced prices. As a mat- 
ter of fact the business closed was at the low prices named 
early inthe month. But it is a distinct gain to find buyers 

satisfied that the war will not be a demoralizing factor and 
that they may safely go ahead. The possibility of cost of pro- 

duction increasing is a factor. Skilled mechanics are more in 
demand than at any time in several years, and the tendency 
of wages is upward. Sellers are less inclined, on the whole, 
to take extended deliveries on the low basis. Prices of pig 

iron in recent transactions have ranged from $11.50 to $11.75 

for No. 1X foundry, $10.50 to $11 for No. 2X, $10.25 for No 

plain, $9.75 to $10 for ordinary mill iron, $10 to $10.25 for 

“basic. In billets there is some inquiry and sales could be 
made at $16.75, though $17 is generally quofed. Plate and 
structural mills are busy, the latter having a larger aggregate 

of small orders than might be expected under the hesitancy 
about placing large contracts which has resulted from war 
conditions. Plate mills have had, in addition to new ship- 

building and construction business, a good many small orders 
for quick delivery for Government work. The partial opera- 
tions of bar and sheet mills have not been a seriously disturb- 
ing factor as yet, but they are now pushing for new business. 
In old material melting steel seems to be the more active feat- 
ure. We quote common iron bars at 1.05c, soft steel bars at 
1.10c, refined iron bars at 1.10c to 1,15c; plates and angles, 
1.20c to 1.25c; beams and channels up to 15 inches, 1. 30¢ 

BUFFALO. 
May 24 

The conditions governing the pig iron market in this vicini- 

ty have shown no material change in the week just closed. 

Inquiries and sales continue to be fairly numerous. Rail ship- 
ments are going forward at a good rate, but shipments by 

canal are being seriously delayed owing to lack of boats and 
breaks in the canal. We quote for cash f. 0. b. cars Buffalo 
No. 1 strong foundry coke iron, Lake Superior ore, $11 to 
$11.25; No. 2, $10.50 to $10.75; Ohio strong softener No. 1, 
$11.50 to $11.75; No. 2, $11 to $11.25; Jackson Co. silvery No 
1 $14; Southern soft, No. 1, $11.50 to $11.75; No. 2, $15.15 
to $11.35; Lake Superior charcoal, $11.50. 
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A BRITISH AWAKENING. 

At the 1897 conference of the British Iron Trade 

Association two papers were read that almost 

startled the membeship with their disclosures as to 

the low cost of producing steel in the United States 

—those of W. R. Sterling, of Chicago, on ‘‘Les- 

sons from American Railroads as to Cheap Trans- 
port,’’ and of Franklin Hilton, an English engineer, 

on ‘‘ The Competitive Basis and Conditions in the 
American Iron Trade.’’ Some who took part in 
the discussions were quite earnest in their declara- 
tions that if the British ironmasters were to hold 
their own against the United States they must look 

alive; others saw in the exports of American steel 

only the temporary overflow of a glutted market. 

A year has gone by and another meeting of the 

British Iron Trade Association has just been held. 

The proceedings, together with those of the Iron 

and Steel Institute held in the same week, indicate 

that competition from the United States, added to 
that of Germany, which has been increasingly severe 

in the year, is considered by British iron masters a 

real factor to be permanently reckoned with. Re- 
ferring, for example, to the imports of raw steel 
from the United States into South Wales and other 

districts last year, Mr. Jeremiah Head said that 
American steel must be produced more cheaply in 
the United States than in the United Kingdom, 

else the latter would not have imported 28,000 tons 
of it last year. 

If last year’s meeting of the British Iron Trade 

Association sounded the alarm, that of two weeks 
ago showed a disposition to get the house in order 
and resolutely to devise measures of reducing costs. 
The secretary's report showed that the low rates of 
transportation in the United States through the use 
of large cars, and the movement toward steel cars 

for mineral traffic, had been brought to the atten- 

tion of English railroad companies in the year, with 
a view to having similar economies introduced on 
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the other side. A vigorous movement was set on 

foot in the year looking to the use of British con. 

sular service for the extension of the British iron 

trade, and a paper was read on this subject, point. 

ing out the necessity of more aggressive effort in 

this direction, in view of what is being done by 

competing countries. Another paper was on 

‘‘ Shipping Freights and Conferences as Affecting 
the Iron and Steel Trades,’’ here again the trans. 

portation element in competition for outside busi. 

ness coming up, taking form particularly in a com. 

plaint to the subsidized shipping companies of Great 
Britain against the lower freights quoted from Con. 
tinental ports on iron and steel to the Orient and to 
South America. The utilization of blast furnace 

gases in producing power and thus lowering the 

cost of pig iron was discussed in connection with an 
exhaustive paper by B. H. Thwaite, in which large 

possibilities of economy were claimed. 
The paper, among those read at the Iron and 

Steel Institute, that had the most important bear- 
ing on the problem of lower costs which confronts 
British iron producers, was that of J. H. Darby on 
** Coking in By-Product Ovens.'’ While the ob. 

vious economies of the by-product system were 

pointed out, there was a disposition among the blast 
furnace experts present, Sir Lowthian Bell included, 

to depreciate the retort oven coke as a metallurgical 

fuel. Its excessive moisture was one of the chief 

complaints. The comment of the London /ron and 

Coal Trades Review that *‘ it is rather curious that 

English furnacemen have such a different tale to 

tell from that of their competitors on the Conti- 

nent,’’ indicates that the British ironmaster is not 

likely to move as rapidly as his position would seem 

to require toward the reduction of his fuel cost. 
The two meetings indicate, in general, that the 

spur of competition is forcing advance movements 
in British practice. Yet our English. cousins seem 

never to get over the notion that under the protec- 

tive policy American steel-makers are sure of high 

prices at home. For example, the president in his 
address reminded his hearers that ‘‘ in the United 
States and Germany a paying home trade is secured 

tothe manufacturers by the tariff regulations in 

those countries,’’ overlooking the obvious fact that 

prices in the United States on nearly all iron and 
steel products are to-day below those of any foreign 

country. Further misapprehension of the situation 

appears in these sentences: ‘‘In addition, a pro- 

tected home market renders possible a system of 
pools and syndicates for regulating prices, which, © 

with a policy of free imports, as we have in this 
country, cannot fully be carried out. It is there- 
fore quite natural that a steelmaker in the States, 

secure of a profit on a large portion of his output, 
should not hesitate to make capital outlay on his 
plant to an extent that would almost seem reckless 

to his English competitor.’’ As a matter of fact 
there are fewer pools and syndicates in the iron 
trade of the United States than in either free-trade 

Great Britain or protected Germany. The large 
capital outlay at iron and steel works of the United 

States is not in itself an explanation of American 
jow costs; the salient fact in this connection is that 

American money is put into products of American 
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ingenuity, to lessen manual labor. Cheap money 
put into labor-saving appliances soon dispenses with 

enough dear labor to pay for itself. This is one 

secret that should not be overlooked in the British 

awakening. 

Wuite the vote of the puddlers in the various 

lodges of the Amalgamated Association seems to 

have been in favor of an advance from $4 to $4.50 

in the puddling rate, the recommendation of the 

scale committee to the Cincinnati convention is 

reported to be in favor of the continuance of the $4 
rate. If even a measurable correspondence between 

market prices and wages is to be preserved, the $4 

rate is the only one that can be justified, in view of 

the history of the market for bar iron in the past 

year. In the table of prices of iron and steel, pub- 
lished in March by the Na/ional Labor Tribune, the 

organ of the Amalgamated Association, the price 
of bar iron at Youngstown was shown to be .92%c 

March 9, 1898, as against 1c on March 10, 1897, a 

decline of $1.50 a ton. Grooved iron skelp at Pitts- 

burg was 1.05c against 1.1oc in 1897, and sheared 

iron skelp, 1.10c against 1.22%c. At the same 

time old iron rails at Chicago had increased in price 
from $11.75 in 1897 to $12.25. If the sliding scale 

idea in wage adjustments is to haye any considera- 

tion, the attempt of the puddlers to force the posi- 

tion of their leaders ought certainly to bar them in 

any attempt to secure higher wages when market 

prices advance. Granting the preference of many 
buyers for iron and its superiority over steel for 

certain service, the puddler is only providing for 

greater activity of busheling furnaces by standing 

for a rate out of proportion to thaf determined by the 

competitive elements inthe problem. The Eastern 
puddling rate and that at non-union mills in Pitts- 

burg should: have proper consideration; else the 

manufacturers who still adhere to the union will be 

simply paying a penalty for so doing. 

Tue possibility of the war between the United 

States and Spain interfering with the British sup- 
ply of Spanish ores, or at least increasing the cost 

of such ores through the levying of an export tax, 

has given the iron trade of the United Kingdom 

some concern. The British Iron Trade Association 
has addressed a memorial on the subject to Prime 

Minister Salisbury, setting forth that any interfer- 
ence with the supply or any increased burden on 

exported ores from Spain would be attended with 
the gravest consequences to the iron industry of the 
United Kingdom. In commenting on the matter, 
one British iron trade paper says that of course 
other ores are available at a price, and mentions in 
this connection the possibility of securing Lake 
Superior ores. It adds that the importation of these 
ores to South Wales was seriously under considera- 
tion some time ago. Reference is made doubtless 
to the widely circulated report of a few months ago 
concerning the negotiations for Mesabi ores to go 
abroad. It is surprising to find such a proposition 
Seriously entertained. If the blast furnaces of the 

United Kingdom came to the point where they 

must draw upon the Lake Superior ore supply, it 
would seem that they were ready to confess that 
their days of competition with the steel works of 
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the United States were at an end. If the prices 
which English iron masters are getting and must 

get for their pig iron warrant the hauling of Lake 

Superior ores 4,500 to 5,000 miles, and 1% tons of 

ore are required for every ton of steel produced, 

what chance has the resultant steel against the 

American product, of which but 2,000 pounds to the 

ton must pay the long-haul freight? 

One of the most comprehensive and practically 

valuable papers that has been produced under the 

foundry association regime is that of S. H. Stupa- 

koff, read at the meeting of the Pittsburg Foundry- 

men’s Association Monday night. Mr. Stupakoff 

presents the engineering side of foundry operations 

and details some of the problems it hag solved, at 

least in part, since the foundry revival set in. More 

than this, he indicates some directions in which im- 

provement can yet be made. He has allowed none 

of the narrow policy of concealment which obtains 

in some quarters, to deter him from promulgating 

his ideas concerning possible economies, evidently 

proceeding on the very correct assumption that 

competitors who originate nothing will not be dan- 

gerous as imitators. 

FINANCIAL columns at Chicago have the following: ‘' Stock 

of the American Steel & Wire Co., the corporation which was 
organized last April, is beginning to come on the market. 

Quotations for the purchase of a round lot were at 110. This 
1s on a basis of go for the preferred, and 20 for the common. 

It is the first sale which is noted as having come to public 
attention. Bid prices obtainable were go for the preferred 
and 25 forthe common. The stock appears to have a very 
substantial position. The total issue of $24,000,000 is divided 

into $12.000,600 of preferred and $12,000 000 of common. 

The earnings vf the consolidated plants for the last three 
years average $1,660,000 per annum. It is figured that a sav- 

ing of probably three-quarters of a million can be affected 

through a reduction of operating expenses. At any rate, the 

earnings run to between 6 and 7 per cent on the total capitali- 

zation. The preferred is a 7 per cent stock, and to meet the 
dividend will require but $840,000, leaving $820,000 applicable 
tosurplus and dividends, on the common. An insider observed 

at the organization of the company that for some time no 

more than 5 per cent would be paid on the common. He 

thought that both classes of stock would pay regular quart- 
erly dividends, beginning with the first three months after the 
formation of the company.” 

J. F. Corterr Perry-Payne Building, Cleveland, has taken 
the agency for Ohio and for Erie, Buffalo, Detroit and other 

points in adjoining States, for the products of the Pencoyd 
Iron Works of the A. & P. Roberts Co., Philadelphia. The 

structural shapes of this company are entirely from open- 
hearth steel, which, as is well known, is increasingly called 

for, for bridge and architectural purposes. Beams are rolled 
in all widths to and including 24 inches, and the practice of 

the company to shear its product instead of sawing it, permits 
of cutting within y, inch of specified lengths, whereas the 

specifications of manufacturers call for an added price for cut- 
ting within 3 inch of required length. The Pencoyd Iron 
Works have placed material in the Central West at intervals; 

the establishment of the new agency is expected to develop a 
more regular trade. In connection with the addition of this 

new line Mr. Corlett will have as traveling representative, J. 

F. Cochburn. 

Tue Sykes Iron & Steel Roofing Co., of Niles, O., issues a 

circular in which it says that it will make a much larger out- 
put of iron roofing hereafter, affirming that its wearing quali- 

ties are superior to those of steel. 

Tue Clinton Iron & Steel Co., Pittsburg, has granted a 
voluntary advance of 1o per cent in wages. The advance is 

effective May 25. 
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PITTSBURG FOUNDRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION. 

The May meeting of the Pittsburg Foundrymen’s Associa- 
tion was held on Monday evening, May 23, at the Builders’ 

Exchange, Pittsburg. The President, Robert Taylor, and 

Secretary F. H. Zimmers, were present, together with the fol- 
lowing members: Isaac Frank, Frank-Kneeland Machine 

Co.; Joseph S. Seaman and J. S. Seaman, Jr., Seaman-Sleeth 

Co.; Dr. Richard Moldenke, Mr. Fisher and Mr. Schwette, 
McConway & Torley Co.; William Yagle, Wm. Yagle & Co., 
Ltd.; D. L. Evans, Rosedale Foundry Co.; Robert Taylor 

and H. M. Wilson, Taylor, Wilson & Co.; James McDonald, 
B. D. Fuller, Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.; Phillip 

Mathes, Brittain & Mathes Co.; T. E. Malone, J. S. M«Cor- 

mick Co.; E. A. Kebler, Matthew Addy & Co.; S. D. Sleeth, 

Westinghouse Air Brake Co.; James Altsman, James Collard, 
Jno. A. Logan, Jones & Laughlins, Ltd.; Jno. McLaren, 

Phillips & McLaren; C. A. Bauer, Mackintosh, Hemphill & 

Co.; F. H. Zimmers, and Mr. Orrell, Union Fdy. & Machine 
Co.: N. L. Henderson, American Manufacturer; Jas. R. 

Mills, Jr., Zhe Jron Trade Review. 

At the business session the executive committee reported 

favorably on the application of J. H. Hillman & Co., and 

they were elected to associate membership. Mr. Yagle, chair- 

man of the special committee, appointed a month ago to work 

up a delegation to the Cincinnati convention of the American 

Foundrymen’s Association, reported details of rates and 

schedules both by rail and boat, and a call of members pres- 
ent indicated the probability of a delegation of 20 or more 

members. Whether the railroad or the river route shall be 
taken will be decided at a meeting ealled for next Saturday 
evening, at Room 808 Tradesmen’s Building. All members 

intending to go are requested by that time to notify Mr. 

Yagle, 32nd street, and A. V. R. R., Pittsburg. 

I. W. Frank was authorized to extend a unanimous invita- 

tion to the American Foundrymen’s Association to hold its 
1899 meeting in Pittsburg. 

The committee appointed at the April meeting to carry for- 
ward the movement for a central agency for standard drill- 
ings of cast iron reported through Dr. Moldenke as follows: 

‘* Your committee wishes to report progress. We went over 
the ground carefully considering first the question of cost, 

and then the best method of carrying out the work of prepa- 

ration and distribution of the samples. 

‘* We are able to announce that Profs. Benjamin and Smith, 
of the Case School of Applied Science, have kindly con- 

sented to supervise this important work, and will give their 
personal attention to every detail. The integrity of the sam- 
ples will therefore be above criticism. The analytical work 
will be performed in four of the best known: laboratories of 

the country, an effort made to have the same methods used 

throughout, and a copy of these will accompany each sample 

issued to the purchaser. As your committee thought it wise 
to test the interest taken in this matter from the miost practi- 

cal standpoint—tthat of dollars and cents—the following circu- 
lar letter was drawn up and is being widely distributed: 

Dear Six:—This letter is forwarded to you by a committee 
appointed at the April meeting of the Pittsburg Foundry- 

men’s Association to investigate and forward the idea of 

establishing a central agency for the distribution of standard- 
ized drillings of cast iron. The view is held that this work 

would also encourage the early adoption of standard analyt- 

ical methods in the laboratories dealing with cast iron, 

whether at furnace or foundry. 

The sample would be taken from a cylinder 14 inch thick, 

cast on end inadry sand mold. The casting would be cen- 
tered in a lathe, the skin removed and about 1 inch of the 
inner body turaed off. This material would be thoroughly 

mixed by competent persons under the direction of the profess- 
ors of Case School of Applied Science, who would at the 
same time arrange for the work of standardizing. The fol- 

lowing chemists will do the analytical work: Booth, Garret & 

Blair, of Philadelphia; Case School of Applied Science; Cre- 

mer & Bicknell, Cleveland, and A. S. McCree, Harrisburg, 

Pa. They will, moreover, agree upon the same methods, 

copies of which will accompany each sample of drillings sent 
out to individual firms. 

In order to test the practicability of starting such an agency, 

the committee has thought it best to solicit advance orders for 
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such standardized drillings. For the sum of $5 there will be 

furnished one pound (Troy) of the samples, as follows: Four 

ounces to go as soon as the drillings are standardized and the 
purchaser to have the option of taking the other eight ounces 

either of the same material reserved for him, which will be of 

foundry iron drillings or one of two other standard samples 
to be gotten out if warranted by the demand. One pound 

should furnish enough material for 36 complete analy-es, or 

at least 200 separate determinations, The price set is very 
low, the aim being to establish a central standardizing 
‘agency, and not to make profits 

Extracts of letters published in 74e /ron Trade Review of 

May 5 and 12, showing the importance of this work, will 
afford you an opportunity to judge of the practicability of 

attaining success in this project. Trusting you can assist 
this movement by sending an early advance order for $s 
worth of standardized drillings to either of the following com- 

mittee, we are, Respectfully yours, 
Tuos. D. West, Sharpsville, Pa. 

Isaac W. Frank, 54th st. and A. V. Ry., Pittsburg. 

Richaxkp MoLvgnkg, 48th st. and A. V. Ry., Pittsburg, 

‘‘The members of this association who have laboratories 
will undoubtedly see the value of the work without further 

explanation. Those, however, who do not feel ready as yet to 

go to the expense of establishing and maintaining a chemical 

department, but have their analyses made outside, will also 

do well to purchase standardized samples, Where the re- 

turns of analyses do not seem to be comparable with the 
work in question, in justice to their interests they had better 

test the accuracy of the analyses they are paying for; and on 
the other hand, in justice to the chemist, an approximately 
correct return of the standard analysis should cause the foun- 

der to look for the trouble elsewhere. The members of the 
committee will be pleased to receive advance orders, so that 
when reporting to the American Foundrymen’'s Association 
in convention, a fair idea of the propable outcome of the 
movement may be based upon the returns as far as then re- 

ceived.”’ 

Dr. Moldenke announced that an advance order had been 

already received from the firm with which he is connected, 

the McConway & Torley Co. 
Mr. S. H. Stupakoff, of the Union Switch & Signal Co , was 

prevented at the last moment from attending and his able 
paper on ‘‘ Foundry Appliances '’ was read by Secretary Zim- 

mers. The paper appears elsewhere. Owing to Mr. Stupa- 
koff's absence it was suggested that out of courtesy to him 

the discussion be postponed till the June meeting. After 
tendering a vote of thanks to Mr. Stupakoff, the association 

adjourned. 

April Gains in Railroad Earnings. 

The returns of railroad gross earnings for April as compiled 

by the Chronicle show a gain of nearly $€,000,000, or about 
15 per cent, as compared with last year. This is for 100,870 

miles. For the year from Jan. 1 to April 30 the gain is also 

about 55 per cent, or $23,958,000. Naturally, the heaviest 

gains have been among the roads that have a large grain 

traffic, not merely because of the great movement of grain, 
but also because of the return movement of merchandise. 

Furthermore, there was an increase in the movement of live 
stock and provisions and a continued growth in the cotton 

movement. The receipts of grain at the Western primary 
markets gained nearly 12 million bushels, reaching in the 

aggregate 35'; millions. The receipts at Chicago more than 

doubled. Fifteen railroads showed gains in gross of upward 

of $100,000 each. The Northern Pacific heads the list with 

an increase of $566,397, but the Illinois Central gained more 

than half a million and the Missouri Pacific $416,000. The 
St. Paul, the Great Northern, the. Rock Island, the Canadian 

Pacific and the New York Central each gained over $300,000. 

—[{Ratlroad Gazette. , 

Puittivs & McLaren, Pittsburg, want to buy some 12 to 18 
in. lathes, 18 to 24 in. shapers, 144 to 2 in. screw cutter and an 

8 or 10 in. boring mill; second-hand, if in good order. 

Tue American Pig Iron Storage Warrant Co. had in stock, 
May 20, 270,300 tons of iron, 3,100 tons having been withdrawn 

and 1,300 tons put in yard in the 10 days preceding. 
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The machine illustrated herewith was designed and built by 
the Niles Tool Works Co., of Hamilton, Ohio. It is adapta- 

ple for radiator sections 18, 24, 30, 36, 39. and 42 inches long. 

Im fact, it was designed for sections up to 45 inches in length. 

It is capable of milling, boring and tapping 2-inch and 1% 

jnch holes The taps and cutters have a quick return move- 

ment, reducing to a minimum the time required to handle the 

work. 

The machine is so arranged that it is not necessary to have 

vises for the different sections, as the carriage, which carries 
the vise, is adjustable lengthwise for different lengths, and 

the holders are arranged so that they will grip the various 

sections easily. The radiator section is finished complete with 

one setting, the bosses being faced, drilled and tapped with- 

out removing them from the machine. The operation in de- 

tail is as follows: 

The radiator sections are clamped by the bosses to be fin- 
ished, so that those parts may come uniformily alike, by two 

jams sliding on a movable carriage. The work is then fed 
by hand past four milling cutters set to gauge, and at the 

proper distance between centers, so that the four faces are 

milled to exact size at one operation. The carriage is then 
moved still further along the bed, until it strikes a stop. By 
lifting a lever, the tap driving gear is thrown into action, s 

that the taps, which carry cutting lips on the front ends, 

MACHINE FOR FINISHING RADIATOR SECTIONS. 
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RECEIVED FROM THE TRADE. 

The Lunkenheimer Co., of Cincinnati, is issuing for the use 

of engineers a simple and practical chart giving diagrams of 

a new method of analyzing the movement of the slide valve. 
By using it the engineer will be able thoroughly to under 

stand the relation between the slide valve and crank move- 

ments without the aid of any intricate mathematical calcula- 
tions. The chart will be sent free upon request of any bona 
fide engineer. 

A late revision has been made of the * partial list"’ of the 
Bristol Co.’s recording instruments for pressure, temperature 
and electricity. The present list includes 117 different varie- 

ties and ranges of instruments, yet additions are being made 
constantly to meet requirements. Under the heading * Re 

cording Thermometers,’’ for example, eight thermometers are 

listed, for use in ovens and closed spaces, the highest temper- 
ature recorded by these being soo’. 

ever, pyrometers are in preparation. In the case of pressure 

For higher ranges, how- 

gauges, instruments with any special ranges are made to 

order. Copies of the list will be mailed on application to the 

Bristol Co., Waterbury, Conn. 

The American Stoker Co., in a double announcement card, 

refers to its new catalogue to be issued this month, and to its 

removal on May 1 tothe new Washington Life Bldg., Broad- 

way and Liberty st., New York. When the company went 
from Dayton, O., to New York, last December, it took quarters 
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MACHINE FOR FINISHING 

make a certain number of revolutions forward and back, and 

stop. The work is then finished, and can be removed from 

the machine. 

This machine weighs about 9,600 lbs., and was built for an 

English company. 

Tue first-class battleship Alabama, which was launched at 
the Cramps yard in Philadelphia last week, has the following 

dimensions and armament: Length on load-water line, 368 ft. ; 
extreme beam, 72 ft. 2144 ins.; mean draft, 2314 ft.; displace- 

ment 11.525 tons; gross tonnage, 6,802 tons; net tonnage, 5,546 

tons; twin-screw vertical triple-expansion engines of 10,000 I. 
h. p.; contract speed, 16 knots; normal capacity, 800 tons, 
and 1,200 tons bunker capacity. She has two military masts. 
The main battery will include four 13-in. guns and 16 6-in. 

rapid-fire guns; the secondary battery will have 16 6-pdrs. 
and four 1-pdr. rapid-fire guns, one Colt and two field guns, 
and four long Whitehead torpedo tubes. The side armor 

will be 16'4 ins. thick tapering to 9% ins., with 13% ins. at 

water line; the turrets will be 17 and 15 ins. thick, and the 

barbettes, 15 and 10 ins. ; the protective deck will be three and 
four ins. thick on slopes and 2% ins. on flat; there is a capac- 

ity for 12,464 cu. ft. of corn-pith water-line obturating ma- 
terial. The crew will include 4o officers and 449 men. The 

Alabama was authorized on June 10, 1896, and the keel was 

laid on Dec. 1, 1896; the contract date of completion is Sept. 
24, 1899, but this will be much shortened. The contract cost 

_ of hull and machinery is $2,650,000. 

RADIATOR SECTIONS 

presumed to be ample for its needs The rapid growth of its 

business compelled it to provide other quarters. The com- 

pany has been quite successful in the introduction of its device. 

The Bignall & Keeler Mfg. Co., Edwardsville, Ill., gives in 

Catalogue No. 14 details of its Peerless and Duplex pipe- 

threading and cutting machines. The Peerless die mechan- 
ism, patented in 1884, is described at the outset and its 

arrangement for expanding or releasing dies illustrated 

Identically gauged threads are guaranteed by its use. In ad- 
dition to the descriptions of the company's machines, the 

catalogue contains valuable tabulated information concerning 
pipes and hydraulics. 

The S. Obermayer Co.'s latest catalogue of foundry sup- 
plies contains 114 pages and runs the whole gamut of foundry 

necessities, freely illustrating various supplies and forms of 

equipment. Everything except metal and fuel is indexed 
and described. 

Tue directors of the Fraser & Chalmers Co., Ltd., have 

taken important steps in the financial affairs of the organiza- 
tion. The bonded debt will be refunded and additional bonds 

will be issued. The present issue of £250,000 6 per cent bonds 
will be taken up and a5 per cent issue substituted therefor. 

The indebtedness will be increased to £350,000. One-half of 

the new bonds will be marketed at once. An officer of the 
company states that the plants are now about half a mile 

apart, making operations inconvenient and expensive. It is 

the intention of the management to use part of the new money 
for the purpose of placing the works under one roof. 

Se 
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POINTS IN ANNEALING STEEL. 

Prof. H. E. Smith, in a paper before the Engineers’ Club 
of Minneapolis, called attention to several points on the work- 

ing of steel that are of interest: 

‘*In cases of special forgings, as in the heads of eye bars, 
it would seem to be wise to anneal the end, so as to remove 

the stresses which must exist between the unheated part and 

the part that was heated and forged. In the manufacture of 

wire, frequent annealing is rendered imperative by the inter- 
nal stresses and hardening effect caused by the working of 

the wire in the die plates. The usual method of annealing 
is to heat the piece, after it has cooled, to the full red or to a 

medium orange color, and to allow the piece to cool slowly 

and uniformly. 
‘‘On account of the tendency of steel to crystalize above 

the full red heat and also while the temperature is falling to 

the dark red, the proper heat for annealing is the full red, 
followed by quickly cooling to the dark red and then slowly 

cooling through the remaining range of temperature. The 

above treatment is applied to car axles and other steel forg- 

ings by the Cambria Iron Co., of Johnstown, Pa. Cherrioff 
gives the following as the results from three samples cut 
from the same bar of steel. After equally forging, the sam- 

ples were treated as follows: A was slowly cooled. B was 

reheated to a full red and then slowly cooled. C was reheated 
to a full red, quenched to a dark red, and then slowly cooled. 
A broke under a single hammer blow. B required five such 

blows. C could be broken only by a blow of a five-ton steam 

hammer. 

‘*Rapid cooling produccs hardness in steel, and the more 

rapid the cooling the greater is the effect. There seems to be 
an apparent exception to this rule in the so-called * water an- 
nealing’ practiced by some forge men when doing a rush job. 

They heat the piece uniformly up to the point where it will 

just show red in a darkened place, and then quench it. By 
this means the hardening effect due to forging is only in part 
removed, in that the hardening effect of sudden cooling from 
this temperature is less than the softening effect after forging 

by the re-heating. The piece is by no means in as good con- 
dition as it would have been had the usual method been ap- 
plied to it. It will also be found, on applying tests for hard- 

ness to the pieces of our experimental bar, that, beyond the 

point where the crystalline structure changes suddenly, the 
steel has become extremely hard, and especially very brittle 
toward the end that was exposed to the highest heat. 

‘*Chemical as well as physical change has also taken place 

in the steel. The carbon it contained exists, in combination, in 
at least two perfectly distinct modifications called cement and 
hardening carbon. The chemical evidence of these two 

forms was first demonstrated by Faraday in 1822, when he 

found that steel, when suddenly cooled, dissolved completely 
in dilute, cool, hydrochloric acid, and, when the steel was 

annealed, it left a carboniferous residue. In the first case, 
the carbon is said to be in the hardening form, in the latter, 

in the non-hardening or ‘cement’ form.”’ 

Lake Superior Iron Mines. 

The mine stockpile of 125,000 tons of Pioneer ore has been 

sold and 1s now being shipped. 

The Sellers mine in the Hibbing district has been sold to 

the Lake Superior Consolidated Iron Mines, and possession 
was taken last week. The Sellers has been operated by the 
Sellers Ore Co., whose officers were officers of the Carrie Fur- 

nace Co. and the Shoenberger Steel Co., Pittsburg, these two 

companies having each a half interest in the property. The 

Sellers was not worked last year. The ore now in stockpile 
will be shipped and the mine will be worked to some extent 
this season. 

The new ore dock of the Duluth & Iron Range road at Two 

Harbors is about completed. Grading is finished for the 
double track on the road, between Biwabik and the Summit. 

It is reported that the Minnesota Iron Co. is about conclud- 

ing negotiations for the Roberts mine at McKinley, Minn. 
The Oliver Iron Mining Co. is negotiating for an option 

on the northeast quarter of section 26, township 63, near Ely, 

Minn. This property adjoins the Brown-Miller holding, on 
which explorations have been conducted by the Carnegie- 
Oliver interest for some time past. 
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The Duluth, Missabe & Northern Road is now hauling 4, 
cars to the train, and its new steel cars are holding 32 tons 
each, making trains from 1,200 to 1,400 tons. 

At the Oliver and Lone Jack mines a new entrance has 
been made to the ore body and grades reduced 25 per cent, 
The earth along the south line, next the Ohio, is being taken 

off. A Morris pump, 4,000 gals. per minute, has been installed 
to drain the open cut in case the ditch and ordinary pumps 

cannot handle the water. This pump will be run, when 
needed, by steam from a locomotive boiler. It is expected 

that the Oliver and the Mountain Iron will produce about 
500,000 tons each this year, or less than in 1897. 

Personal. 

E. Windsor Richards is in the United States for a visit of 

inspection of the principal iron and steel works of the coun- 
try, on behalf of Bolckow, Vaughan & Co. 

J. C. Miller, of Miller Bros. & Co., Pittsburg, has returned 
from Mariopol, Russia, where he built a blast furnace plant 

for the Mariopol-Nicopol Mining & Metallurgical Co. The 
plant will operate on Russian ores which have to be trans- 

ported some distance. The firm is now figuring on a pipe 
mill for a German company. 

Capt. John Seaton, whose foundry has been the conspicuous 

industrial establishment of Atchison, Kan., for 25 years, isa 

prominent candidate for governor of his State. 

C. A. Bauer, the well-known Springfield, O., foundryman, 
is a member of the Ohio State House Commission. 

F. F. Vandervort, who has been in iron commission in Pitts- 
burg for some time, will transfer his office to Philadelphia. 

Among other lines he will handle the skelp made by the La 
Belle Iron Works, Wheeling. 

The statement made last week that a new superintendent of 

the Carrie Furnaces had been appointed since the Carnegie 
Steel Co., Ltd., took possession of the plant is incorrect. Mr. 
George Hampfeldt, the former superintendent, is still in 
charge. 

Obituary. 

T. O. Terhune, master mechanic of the Link-Belt Machin- 
ery Co., Chicago, for some years, up to within the past six 

years, and since then connected with various Eastern concerns 
in an engineering capacity, shot himself at his home in Chi- 

cago last week, as aresult of despondency. Mr. Terhune was 
58 years old. 

Thomas F. Dowd, national secretary of the Marine En- 

gineers’ Association, died at his home in Chicago last week, 
after a brief illness, of pneuumonia. Mr. Dowd had been 

secretary of the Marine Engineers’ Association for several 

years, and was very highly esteemed by its members. 

Foundrymen’'s Convention at Cincinnati. 

A meeting of all Pittsburg foundrymen and visitors expect- 
ing to attend the Cincinnati meeting of the American Foun- 

drymen's Association June 7-10, is called for Saturday even- 
ing, May 28, at Room 808, Tradesmen's Bldg., Pittsburg. At 
that time all details of transportation and entertainment will 

be discussed and a concerted plan of action agreed upon. The 

meeting is called by William VYagle, chairman of a special 

committee of the Pittsburg Foundrymen’s Association. 
James P. Gardner, who has been appointed secretary of the 

press committee for the American Foundrymen’s Association 

convention at Cincinnati, requests that trade journals and 

other papers intending to be represented at the convention 

notify him of the fact, addressing him care of Mitchell Bidg., 

Cincinnati. 

Armor Plate Bids at $400. 
Bids were opened at Washington, May 24, for supplying 

the armor for the three battleships, Illinois, Alabama and 

Wisconsin, now in course of construction. For the I!linois, 

the two armor companies, the Bethlehem and Carnegie, 
divided their bids, one taking the lighter armor and the other 

the heavier. For the Alabama, the Bethlehem Iron Co. bid 

$1,022,504, while the Carnegie Steel Co. did not bid. For the 
Wisconsin, the Carnegie Co. bid $1,023,504. The rate i 
each case was $400 a ton flat for bolts and armor, the maxi- 
mum amount allowed by Congress. The Bethlehem Co. un- 

dertakes to begin deliveries of armor within seven months 
after contract, and to supply 300 tons monthly. The Carnegie 
Co. will begin Dec. 1, and supply the same amount monthly. 
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Review of the Technical Press. 

(Translations, Condensation and Comment éxpressly for The Iron Trade 

Review by Dr. Richard Moldenke.]} 

Grading Foundry Pig tron. [Sfahl und Eisen, April 15.) 
—Mr. 0. Goldschmidt discusses the question of foundry pig 

irons in connection with the recent article of Dr. Wuest, and 

claims that itis far easier to obtain uniform results with 
small high silicon work than with the heavier grade of cast- 
ings running low in silicon. A foundry would have difficulty, 

therefore, in keeping the silicon down rather than bringing 
itup. According to this the conditions in Diisseldorf must 

vary considerably from those found generally in this country. 

The author outlines the various classes of work as follows: 

Stove and variety castings for which it 1s customary to use 
30 per cent gates, 10 to 20 per cent foreign scrap, 15 to 30 per 

cent high silicon iron, and 35 to 25 per cent of a No. 3 iron. 
The phosphorus is moderately high, and the average silicon 

should run 2.3 to 2.5 per cent. Jobbing foundry work, in 
which a high silicon pig iron is used, together with as much 
scrap of all kinds as it will carry Sewing machine castings 
come next, the demand here being for close grained, uni- 
form, easily machined, and soft castings. The universal 

custom is to use about 30 per cent gates, 35 per cent No. 1 of 

3 to 3.2 per cent silicon, and 35 per cent of a No.3 iron. No 

foreign scrap is admitted and the mixing is regulated by close 
daily attention tothe product. It is therefore desirable to have 

a supply of very uniform pig iron, the necessity for which, by 
the way, is felt in other branches of foundry work also. The 
author now states that English pig iron is preferable to the 
German for this class of work, as it does not oxidize so 

rapidly, or show other undesirable characteristics while in 

the ladle. A glance at the constituents of these irons might 

show the reason why quickly enough. Phosphorus may be 
allowed torun up to.g per cent. Finally engine and ma- 

chinery castings are discussed. When many cylinders are 
to be cast it is advisable to have a special cupola for this 
purpose, in order not to interfere with the other heavy class of 

work comprising the balance of the output. Several mixtures 

are given based upon the use of No. 1, No. 3, and gates. 
Stress is laid upon the requirements of low silicon iron for 
pipe and very heavy machinery castings. The cautious ad- 
dition of ferro-manganese is recommended to prevent the 
separation of too much graphite. The author now enumer- 

ates five methods of reducing the silicon contents of a charge. 
The addition of a No. 4 or No. 5 charcoal iron not over1 per 

cent in manganese, and about .5 in phosphorus. The melting 
of white charcoal iron with ferro silica, which the author 
characterizes as rather expensive, but especially useful for 

close grained castings calculated to resist water pressure, 

and where high tension strength is required. The use of 
wrought iron borings, to be compelled to resort to which is a 

great source of annoyance. Cast iron and steel scrap melted 

together, with the attending lack of uniformity ; and finally the 
addition of chilled casting scrap. The author concludes from 
the above that founders require a regular supply of No. 3, 4, and 

§ irons as graded by fracture, or as this is so inaccurate, irons 
running from 1% to 2% per cent in silicon. The editor of 
Stahl und Eisen appends a foot-note to the effect that blast 

furnaces can easily furnish any iron called for, and that the 
difficulties met with in foundries will not find their solution 
80 readily in the production of 3, 4 and 5 iron, as in the grad- 

ing and sale of all irons by analysis, a statement with which 
the reviewer is in hearty accord. 

The Ore Deposits of Bilbao [S/ah/ und LEzsen, April 

15.}—Mr. A. Kaysser has an interesting and gossipy article 
which will command some attention at the present moment. 
Bilbao, or the city in the plain, is surrounded by mountains, 
and about nine miles from the Bay of Biscay, with which it 
is in touch commercially through the agency of the artifi- 
cially deepened river Nervion. The Basques are a peculiar 

people, confirmed Carlists, and always ready to revolutionize. 
The city of Bilbao has about 70,000 inhabitants, five railway 
terminals including the only double track trunk line of Spain. 
It also has a circus for bull fights which seats 14,000 people. 

The climate is peculiar in itself and differs from that of all the 
rest of Spain. Ice is unknown, but there is a rainy season 

from October to nearly May. The ore deposits for which 
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Bilbao was justly famous even in ancient times are to bx 

found on the mountain Triano, at a point 7oo to 1,000 feet 
above the bottom of the valley. These deposits strike nort! 
west and extend about 10 miles. In the early days only th 

pure soft Vena ores were exploited. They went down the 
River Somorrostro, and were therefore known by that nam¢ 

The deposits are very thick in some places and are won by 
open pit methods. They are sent by switchback railroads to 

the nearest shipping points and are there handled by means 

of special loading devices. The cost of mining averages 
about 48 cents in gold per ton, transportation to steamer adds 
about 28 cents more, so that a m’ne owner can market the ore 

at a handsome profit, as he receives $1.60 to $1.92 gold per tun 
in return. There is no place on earth where the money is 
made so easily as here, the author tersely remarking that th: 

mine owners find it more difficult to invest their profits prop- 

erly than to make them. There is practically no system ad 
hered to in the mines worked by the Spaniards, the proper- 

ties being usually leased out to parties agreeing tu keep the 
iron in the shipments up to 46 per cent. The owner lives in 
town or travels, and hence the condition of affairs in the 

mountains 1s none too good. There is no efficient mine polic- 
ing, wages are 38 to 57 cents in silver a working day of 10 

and 12 hours upward, and the great riots of 1890 can be 
directly traced to the company house and store system 

There are four kinds of ore mined here systematically— 
Campanil, running 51 to 54% iron, 1 to 5% silica, and 7 to 8 

lime; Vena, 56 to 58% iron, 6 to 9% silica, and little lime; 

Rubio, so to 54% iron, and 8 to 11% silica: and finally Car- 

bonato, with 45% iron and a little sulphur. Phosphorus runs 
from .o1 to .o3 in all ores. Various blends of the first three 

varieties are naturally marketed. The acme of these pure 
ores is the Campanil, which derives its name from the fact 

that it is purple, has a metallic ring, and covers the other 
ores like an immense bell (campano, bell), It is very hard, 

breaks in himps, and contains calcspar crystals. What re- 
mains of it is held at exhorbitant prices. Vena ores are found 
in immense quantities, they carry clay and are so uncertain 
in their water contents that to find 20% moisture is nothing 

unusual. ‘The ore is blue-red, friable, and served its purpose 

best in the Catalan forges. Rubio (gold-yellow) is an unfin- 
ished Campanil. Kernels of spathic ore are still to be found 
init unaltered. It is hard and dendritic, was once thrown 

away, but is now mined extensively, Spathic ore, the origin- 
al formation, underlies all the other varieties, which are really 

calcined more or Jess by natural processes. The spathic ores, 

formerly useless, are now calcined cheaply, and shipped to 
Germany, France, and the United States. England has not 
yet arrived at that stage which permits her to take advantage 

of this economical material 

The real impetus to the mining industry of Bilbao dates 

from the close of the last Carlist insurrection (1874). The 

present exportation is 5 million tons, three of which go to 

Bmgliand. Four thousand vessels are required to take care of 

this traffic. The best mines are now worked out, and the 
tailings from the dumps are subjected to suitable washing 

methods. On the whole, while there is plenty of good ore 

still in sight, the general run of shipments is showing a 
marked deterioration in quality. A few words are now given 
regarding the methods of obtaining plats of mineral land 

from the government, and the universal custom of naming 

the claims after the saints. The railroads are now enumer- 
ated and the peculiar difficulties encountered in keeping up 

harbor improvements described. The sales methods are in- 
teresting, all ores being handled by foreign brokers located 
in Bilbao. There is very little profit, as the Spaniards hold 
the ores so high, and the ores are shipped wet nearly all the 

year around. Commissions are now about 2 to 4 cents a ton, 
and the only real profit to the middleman is in the ocean 
freights. The Spaniard has a peculiar way of making prices. 

If he thinks a man who has tried a certain brand of ore is 
likely to buy it in larger quantity, he at once raises the price, 
acting in this way contrary to the custom of the rest of the 

commercial world. In other words, the Spaniard does not 
know the intrinsic value of his ores. Three of the larger iron 

works receive special mention. One of them, the San Fran- 

cisco, has built the three Spanish warships Viscaya, Infanta 
Maria Theresa and the Almirante Oquendo, the pride of their 
navy. The article concludes with a description of social con- 
ditions and customs as they would appeal to a Teutonic mind, 
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RIVETING MACHINES AT CHICAGO SHIPYARDS. 

The accompanying illustration shows the Babcock-Gunnell 

patent shell riveter in operation driving 7%-inch rivets in the 

bottom of the steel tow barge building at the works of the 

Chicago Ship Building Co., for the Minnesota Iron Co. Sev- 

eral of these machines in use at Chicago have been built en- 

tirely at the ship yard. A correspondent who is fully in- 
formed regarding the work of these tools says: 

‘*One of the men at the ship yard on Tuesday drove 340 

%-inch rivets, which at the regular rate for hand riveting 

would have cost $11.90, whereas the actual cost was $5 for 

the gang and perhups 50 cents for the power, or at the out- 

side less than $6, practically cutting the cost of the riveting in 
two. There are now five of these machines in operation here, 
and although the riveters have been out on a strike for over 

four weeks, on account of the putting to work of the first one, 
the company has driven many thousands of rivets with the 
machines and are still going ahead as usual. The steamer 

Manola was here last week for a new sheerstrake plate and 

the riveting was done entirely by two of these machines, and 
the boat got away in less than 24 hours from the time she 
reached the yard, although there was not a hand riveter in 

the place.”’ 
The photograph shows quite plainly the construction and 

operation of the machine. The riveter consists of a pneu- 

m..tic hammer mounted in gimbals on the end of a piece of p: px 

THE BABCOCK-GUNNELL PATENT SHELL RIVETER 

about 8 or 9 feet long, which pipe is hung by its center toa 
trolley running inside of another piece of pipe which is bolted 
to the bottom of the ship. This allows the hammer to be 

brought to any point in a considerable space of the ship's 

bottom without shifting. The mounting of the hammer in 

gimbals allows it to be swung in any direction, so as to get at 

the rivet from all sides exactly as in hand riveting. The 

small cylinder shown with the air pipe connected to it close 
to the hammer is only to hold the machine steady when re- 
quired, the piston rod being jammed up against the bottom of 

the ship and carrying a piece of rubber at its top end to pre- 
vent slipping.—[ Marine Review. 

Tue Hanson & Van Winkle Co., of Chicago, manufacturer 

of grinding and nickel plating machinery, has moved its office 

from 35 S. Canal st. to 30 and 32 S. Canal st., where it has 

much larger and better quarters. The present store has a 
floor space of 40 by 150 feet, with a basement equally as 
large, giving ample room for store and sales rooms. A. W. 

Storms, the Western manager of the company, reports busi- 

ness excellent with an increased demand for the goods the 
company manufacturers. 

Tue workmen in the melting department of the Crescent 
Steel Co.’s works, Pittsburg, are on a strike for an advance of 

20 per cent in wages. When the company offered to com- 

promise at a 10 per cent advance the department was closed 

down. 
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ROYERSFORD COMBINED PUNCH AND SHEAR. 

The combined punching and shearing machine built by the 

Royersford Foundry & Machine Co., of Royersford, Pa, js 
driven from a shaft mounted in the upper part of the frame 

and which carries a central pinion, driving pulley and tw v heavy 
fly wheels. The pinion engages a large gear on the shaft 

operating the slides. The machine is provided w th clutches, 
which may be operated either with lever or treadle, and the 

slides can be run together or separately, as the shaft is made 
in two parts. The shaft isof hammered steel 5 incles in 
diameter, and is provided with Magnolia metal boxes. The 
main gear is 4 feet 2 inches in diameter and 4 inches face; 
the pinion is 6 inches in diameter. The fly-wheels are 28 

inches in diameter and weigh 450 pounds each. The fast and 

loose pulleys are 16 inches in diameter by 4 inches face. . The 
throat of the machine is 12 inches deep and g inches high. 

The machine is provided with ¥,, \%, 3%. yy. 4 and 5% inch 
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ROYVERSFORD COMBINED PUNCH AND SHEAR 

punches and dies, and will shear 6x ¥ inch flat iron or 1% 

inch round, and punch %-inch hole through 4-inch steck. 
The machine can be made to cut 8 or ro inches wide if de- 

sired. It is adapted to the needs of general jobbing shops, 

blacksmiths and fence makers. 

Tabulating The Physical Qualities of !ron. 
TO THE EDITOR: 

The article by a New York foundryman in your last issue 

quoting one of the writer's recent statements calls for correc- 

tion. I did not claim that carbon could be ignored in the 

sense referred to. I claimed that the state of the carbon, 
whether graphitic or combined in pig metal, was not 

necessary to be known. By referring to your issue of April 
28, page 18, this point is further explained. The tables on 

the physical qualities of iron cited by your correspondent is 
of little value. In order that these might be used for any 
practical purpose, the percentages of all the metalloids, 

especially the sulphur and manganese, are necessary, as well 
as the silicon, which was shown. The table indicating the 

effect of combined carbon is also in error. If, in this the 

percentage of the graphitic carbon had also been stated, the 

tables would offer some practical assistance in enabling one 

to judge whether the percentages of combined carbon stated 
would be effective in giving the results shown in other dupli- 
cate work. The work these tables were taken from might be 

reliable in other matters, but on the matter at issue it 1s cet 

tainly not correct. Such tables are not to be written in that 

form. Tuos. D. West. 
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SINGLE WHEEL TOOL GRINDER. 

The Diamond Machine Co., Providence, R. I., has brought 

out a water tool grinder, which improves in several respects 

upon the machine this company has manufactured for a great 

many years. The new features are the improved tanks in- 

side the column, new pump, and a permanent truing device 

attached to the tool rest. The round front of the machine is 
an improvement upon the old style and gives ample provision 

for the collection and return of water. The truing device is 

forced against the wheel by turning a bronze nut which is on 
the front as shown. The upper tank can be drawn through 
the door for cleaning. Clear water is siphoned from the up- 

FIG. I.—IMPROVED WATER TOOL GRINDER. 

per to the lower tank, which is formed by the column of the 
machine. The water hood has a raised surface inside, which 

conducts all waste water back to the tank. Provision is made 

for the complete protection of the bearings from grit. 
Two sizes of the machine are made: The No.1 has an 

emery wheel 14 inches in diameter. The base is 21x17 inches, 

and the height from the floor to the center of the spindle is 38 
inches. The diameter of the spindle in bearings is 14% inchand 

FIG, 2.——-TRUING DEVICE ON TOOL REST. 

between flanges 1% inch, the size of the pulley on the spindle 
being 5x34 inches. The weight is 400 lbs. The No. 2 is for 

emery wheels of 20 inches diameter. The base is 24x27 

inches, and the height is the same as of the No.1. Engine 
lathe boxes for bearings are 7 inches long. The diameter of 

the cone pulley on the spindle is 5x6x3'4 inches. The weight 

1S 1,000 Ibs. 

Tne Massey Vise Co., of Chicago, has moved its office from 
35 S. Canal st. to a location directly across the street, at 30 

and 32 S. Canal st., where much better and larger quarters 
have been secured. 

APPLICATION will be made on June 2 for changing the name 
of the Avonmore Foundry & Machine Co., of Avonmore, Pa., 

to the West Point Foundry & Machine Co. 

THE IRON TRADE REVIEW. 

THE TIN PLATE MARKET. 

There has been rather better demand for spot and near-by 
deliveries, especially from the meat packers, and this has de- 
veloped the fact that spot stocks are very small and very few 

plates can be secured for deliveries before August. The 
market is rather firmer for the near-by deliveries, though this 
has had no effect upon futures. No great volume of business 

has as yet been done in future deliveries, and buyers and 
sellers alike are inclined to wait for developments before ent- 
ering into any engagements. We quote f. o. b. Indiana and 
Pittsburg districts, deliveries August to December, as follows 

CHARCOAL TINS. 

IC IX 
Calland Grade, tissue packed, ........ . $4.00 $5.00 
Te toe eee ee ce sitcsss OO 4.30 

COKE TINS. 

aoe) BOR OE wc cco ce reccsces s Gm 
100 lb. " “ We ae tee a Fe 2.95 
95 1b. ” " . 2.70 
go Ib. = - . 2.65 

85 Ib. “z = . 2.60 

80 Ib. eo " . 2.55 

WORCESTER GRADE TERNES. 

rs eee es ow wm we & ce ee ee 
200 | - eae oe a 6 & a 6s Gee @ ote rene ee 
190 lb. ee oo ee 6S 2 ee 's. 20's Sue. 2 6: 6 ee 

For deliveries June and July, 5c to roc per box advance 
over above prices has been paid during the past week. 

Complexity of Modern Battleships. 

Comparing the first and the last sea-going battleships buil 

for the United States Government by the Cramps, of Phila- 
delphia, Charles H. Cramp says, in an article in Casszer's 

Magazine for June: ‘The first was the New Ironsides, 

built in 1862. The last is the lowa, completed in 1897. Each 
represented or represents the maximum development of its 
day. The New Ironsides had one machine—her main engine, 

involving two steam cylinders. The Iowa had 71 machines, 
involving 137 steam cylinders. 

‘* The guns of the New Ironsides were worked, the ammuni- 
tion hoisted. the ship steered, the engine started and reversed, 

her boats handled—in short, all functions of fighting and 

manceuvring—by hand. The ship was lighted by oil lamps, 
and ventilated, when at all, by natural air currents. Though, 
as I said, the most advanced type of her day, she differed 
from her greatest battleship predecessor, the old three-decker 

Pennsylvania, only in four inches of iron side armor and 
auxiliary steam propulsion. She carried fewer guns on fewer 

decks than the Pennsylvania, but her battery was, neverthe- 
less, of much greater ballistic power. 

‘*In the Iowa it may almost be said that nothing is done by 

hand except the opening and closing of throttles and pressing 
of electric buttons. Her guns are loaded, trained and fired, 

her ammuntion hoisted, her turrets turned, her torpedoes 

mechanisms of themselves—are tubed and ejected, the ship 

steered, her boats hoisted out and in, the interior lighted and 
ventilated, the great searchlights operated, and even orders 

transmitted from bridge or conning tower to all parts by 

mechanical appliances. Surely, no more striking view than 
this of the development of 35 years could be afforded. 

“This growth of complexity and elaboration, and this 

almost infinite multiplication of parts and devices, have en- 
tailed upon the naval architect and constructor demands and 
difficulties never dreamed of in the earlier days. The staff 

required to design and construct an lowa is multiplied in num- 
ber and the complexity of its organization augmented as com- 

pared with that required for the design and construction of 

the New Ironsides almost infinitely. 
‘‘Similar conditions apply to command and management, 

so that while the building of a modern battleship entails 

enormous work and responsibility on the naval architect, con- 
structor and staff, the effective use of her asa tool in the 
trade of war presents an equal variety and intricacy of prob- 

lems to students of the art of naval warfare."’ 

CastinGs for the gun carriages recently contracted for by 

the Government with the Walker Mfg. Co., Cleveland, will be 

manufactured by the Lorain (O.) Foundry Co. 
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FOUNDRY APPLIANCES.* 

BY S. H. STUPAKOFF. 

Foundrymen, as a rule, pay close attention to the general 
outfit of their foundries. They are careful in the selection 

and in the construction of their cupolas, their blowers or 
blasts, their core ovens and cranes. Taking into considera- 

tion the various purposes for which different foundries are 

fitted, whether for casting heavy or light machinery, stoves, 
hardware, pipe, rolls, malleable iron, steel or bronze, each 

has its peculiar arrangements, and each may vary considerably 
from others in its details; yet the general rule of equipment is 
followed by all. Of course, every foundryman knows there 
is considerable difference between the cupola of a gray iron 
foundry, the reverberatory furnace of the malleable foundry, 

and the open-hearth furnace of the steel foundry, as well as 

that of a brass foundry; but excepting these latter which 
properly belong in a class of themselves, the gray iron foun- 
dry equipments very much resemble each other. Likewise 
the supplies are very much the same, though each specialty 

has its peculiarly adapted sands, facings, etc. But there ex- 
ists a wide range of divergency in the foundry appliances, 

which are to be separately grouped from the fixtures and the 

supplies. 
Conveyances for the raw material are mostly limited to the 

elevator for pig iron and coke. In some instances an ele- 
vated track is provided which furnishes the material at a level 

with the charging floor, while in most cases, mechanically, 

electrically or hydraulically operated elevators are made use 
of for this purpose. Comparatively few foundries are 

equipped with sand conveyors; though, where introduced and 

where intelligently manipulated they effect a considerable 
saving in labor. Conveyances for handling the molten metal 
are usually a traveling or swinging crane, or both, and gener- 
ally only foundries making heavy casting enjoys the benefits 

derived from the use of either one ofthese. Small foundries, 

or those equipped for light or medium light work have the 
metal carried in ladles to their destination. 

The next important things for the foundryman are his 
flasks. These may be divided into wooden and iron flasks, 

and again into ordinary and snap flasks. 
Adding to the equipment mentioned above the cleaning 

barrel and a core oven, and we have a full outfit of an ordi- 

nary old-fashioned foundry, which would be ready to make 
and furnish castings for the market. But it is questionable 

if such a foundry could hold its own in our days of advance- 
ment, if it would compete with current market prices and 
leave a margin for its owner. Labor runs the cost of castings 

up, and the saving of labor brings it down. He who can save 
most in the production will profit most in his transactions. 

But labor can be performed either manually or by mechanical 
devices or by both means. Judicious selection, introduction 

and application of labor-saving machines is the only solution 
of the problem of competing with others and drawing divi- 

dends from an investment. 

The modern foundry includes in its equipment, sand con- 

veyors, molding machines, sand mixers, drawboards, ma- 

chines for cutting off sinking heads and gates, sand blasts, 
chipping tools, emery wheels, and a fully equipped chemical 

and physical laboratory. These appliances are of a great 
variety of construction, the maker of each one claiming special 

advantages over the products of his competitor. A great 

number of them are constructed to meet special requirements ; 

most are adapted for special purposes, while few can be used 
for a general run of work within certain ranges, and hardly 

any advantage is offered to the jobbing foundry. In view of 

this we may ask the questions: Has this ground been fully 
canvassed? have all improvements been made which can be 

made? must we stick to ourold fashion? cannot we sim- 
plify present methods? cannot we reduce our present ex- 
penses? and where could a saving be effected? 

Let us take a walk through the foundry and see. We can 

naturally discover the faults of others and make comments on 

their shortcomings, though we may not be able to do better. 
Entering the yard, we happen to see a carload of pig iron un- 

loading. There are five or six laborers at work, each one 
doing his share to hand out the pigs from the car, which others 

* Read before the Pittsburg! Foundrymen’s Association, May 23, 1898. 
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carry to the pile. This is slow work, costly and unsatisfac-. 

tory. Right here we have room for improvement. There 

are certainly means to do this cheaper and easier; and if 
there are none, such means certainly can be provided. One 
would think that a simple overhead track, conveniently ar- 

ranged with relation to the rails on the ground, and equipped 

with a hydraulic, pneumatic or electric hoist, which is espe- 
cially adapted to the purpose, would replace all men but one 
to do the work quickly and cheaply. 

Passing on, we see another gang unload a carload of mold- 

.ing sand; others wheel it into the foundry. Coke and sharp 
sand is handled in a like manner. No attempt is made, appar- 

ently, to save in the number of employes. They are certainly 
all old hands, and they must be supplied with some kind of a 
job. That is very considerate, indeed, but surely it is not 

very profitable. Why not get the sand in hopper cars, unload 

it with the aid of scoops and transport it from its bins by a 

suitable conveyor to its destination? Why not provide simi- 
lar modern labor saving appliances for handling the coke, 
and delivering this as well as the pig iron upon the charging 

platform? There is certainly too much time, too much labor 
and too much money wasted, before the materials have 
reached their place in the foundry. An army of men is em- 

ployed which can be dispensed with by judiciously selecting 
and introducing mechanical appliances to take their places. 
We take a few steps further and lose our way in a labyrinth 

of flasks, justly thinking that the poor fellow who has to hunt 
for a few of a particular size must lose his courage at the be- 

ginning. Of course, they have accumulated for years. They 

are too valuable to be destroyed; they may be called for at 
any time, and even if a board or two are eventually rotten 
and have to be replaced, it seems to be gratifying to live un- 
der the conviction that the right size may be on hand if an 

odd job turns up unexpectedly. Does not the space required 

for their storage seem to be a waste of room, which might be 
made use of for a better purpose? Does it not appear as if, 
in such a quantity of flasks, a great amount of money is in- 
vested, which pays very little dividends? Is this really a 

necessary evil, for which we have no remedy? Apparently 
this question has not received proper attention from the 

foundry manager. It may be possible to devise some means 

to avoid the accumulation of such dead stock and, if this is 
accomplished, it is also possible to reduce the room for its 
storage. . 

I have here a little model of a flask, which by means of this 

little lumber pile, I will be able to change into flasks of 20 
different sizes, in less time than what it would ordinarily 

take to hunt for a flask of the required size. 
Quite recently I had made a dozen sets of these flasks, which 

when assembled represent 72 full flasks, though they replace 
in fact 240 flasks of 20 different sizes. I have therefore re- 

duced this particular flask pile exacily 6624 per cent. I men- 
tion this matter merely to demonstrate one way of overcom- 
ing an apparently necessary evil, which may be an incentive 

to follow this matter up and lead to further improvements. 
Now let us step into the foundry itself, and see if we could 

suggest there any improvements. It is really well equipped. 
It has good cupolas, an electric traveling crane, sand riddles, 

sand and loam mixers, several good molding machines adapted 
to special, always recurring, work, sand conveyors and other 
appliances which are only found in the modern foundry. 
Each of these seems to suit its purpose admirably, and each 

has been carefully selected from among the best on the mar- 

ket. Wedare not criticise. None but intelligent workmen, 
who are fully acquainted with all the details of these machines 
may be able to call our attention to some of their weak points 

—points, however, which may be profitably examined. Tri- 
fling improvements of factory appliances which suggest them- 
selves during their service prove always of advantage to the 
manufacturer. The observing foundry manager, seeing his 

machines daily at work, will discover the shortcomings with- 
out his attention being called to them; and the progressive 

one, if he is not an engineer himself, will consult a mechan- 
ical engineer with the object of bringing his plant up to per- 

fection. In some instances almost marvellous results have 
been obtained in molding with the aid of molding machines. 
The output of the foundry has been increased, and skilled 

men have been replaced by common labor. But so far there 

has not been constructed a really serviceable machine for @ 
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variety of articles as they occur daily in the jobbing foundry. 
Odd castings will always be molded by hand. On'y where 

large quantities of the same article arc required again and 
again is it profitable to apply patterns to a molding machine. 
And then the main feature ia such machies will be always 

the withdraw ng of the patterns from the sand. The ram- 

ming of the flasks will have to be d»ne in most instances part- 
ly by hand though in some cases it may be admissable to 

accomplish this with the machine. The shape of the pattern 

will determine whether one or the other of these methods is 

preferable The easiest and cheapest way to p-epare patterns 

for the production of quantities with the aid of molding ma- 

chines or drawboards is to secure them to plates, which are 

fitted accurately to their flasks. Each case, however, will 
require some ingenuity if satisfactory results are to be ob- 

tained. Molding machines in general are good labor saving 
appliances in the foundry; they increase the output, but do 

not entirely dispense with the service of manual help. It is 
not likely that we will ever reach the point of building entire- 
ly automatic molding machines which can be kept on a run 
of the same kind of a casting, without the aid of human 

agency. 
A modern foundry, with or without molding machines, is 

not complete unless it is equipped with a good system of sand 
conveyors. They deliver the molding sand automatically to 

the place where used. They dispense with the wheelbarrow 

and, to a great extent, with the shovel. A great variety of 
these appliances is in daily use, all giving more or less good 

satisfaction. In selecting a conveyor for a new plant, prefer- 

ence should be given to a device in which all moving parts 
are subject to wear and tear by friction and removed as far 
as possible from the sand itself. Hinges made of flexible 
material, such as leather or rubber, serving as connections for 

elevator bockets, scoops or trays give excellent satisfaction 
and are in all cases preferable to metallic pin butt connec- 
tions. What has been said about the delivery and distribution 
of molding sand is likewise applicable to the removal of burnt 

sand from the foundry. Labor is reduced in both instances, 
and the conveyor is an economical, reliable and untiring help 
in the foundry. Conveyors for the transportation of flasks, 
empty or molded, or molded and cast, are used in rare in- 
stances only. We have an excellent arrangement of this 
kind in our immediate neighborhood in the foundry of the 
Westinghouse Air Brake Works at Wilmerding, Pa., which 
has been described in all periodicals paying attention to sub- 

jects of this nature; and I do not doubt that every member 

of the Pittsburg Foundrymen’'s Association had the pleasure 
of being entertained by Mr. Sleeth and was given the oppor- 
tunity of seeing the conveyor at work at the model plant he 
superintends. I will therefore not make the attempt of giv- 
ing here again a detailed description of its working and of its 
construction. However, I will assert that the introduction of 
this or a similar system is equally advantageous applied in all 
foundries producing castings in quantities within certain 

limits of weight. 
This embraces about all that can be said in a general way 

about the present application of conveyors in foundries. To 
my knowledge nothing successful has been used, so far, to 
convey the molten metal from the cupola to various parts of 

the foundry unless a crane or hoist is employed for handling 

the large stock ladles. This, however, does not solve the 
problem. Ladles holding more than 1oo pounds are carried 
as before by two or more men from the cupola to the flask, 
and here we have certainly room for improvement. When 

pouring off time comes, the foundry is generally short of 

hands, and everybody in and around it is compelled to pitch 
in. This deficiency induced me to devise some means where- 

by each molder can handle his fluid metal without the aid of 
others, and I am just about ready to give it a test in the 
foundry forming part of the works where I am engaged. It 

will give me much pleasure to report to you at some future 

Opportunity how successful I have been in solving this prob- 
lem. There is no doubt that if the scheme works, as I imag- 
ine it will, I will be able to reduce the cost of our castings 

considerably. 
We will now once more go back tothe subject of flasks 

which I mentioned above. Much valuable time is consumed 

in their selection, their preparation, and in their transporta- 

tion to and from the foundry. And I am of the opinion that 
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in each of these operations great savings can be effected by 
introducing and following some well worked out system. 

Pneumatic hoists liberally distributed throughout a foundry 
will prove valuable savers of time for transporting, lifting, 

reversing, turning and closing the flasks, for transporting and 
setting heavy cores and for lifting and removing the castings 
from the foundry floor. The introduction of pneumatic hoists 
in a foundry furnishes another valuable accessory to the mold- 
er in placing at his disposal compressed air, which not only 
replaces his hand bellows for ordinary practice, but is also an 
easy means of cleaning patterns and stripping plates of mold- 
ing machines. 

The clamping of the flasks enters as another factor of cost 
in the production of castings, which to my mind is an unneces- 
sary expense. Means should be devised to clamp the flasks 
more quickly than at present, and, at the same time at least 
as effectually as with the old-fashioned clamps and wedges. 

There are several kinds of improved screw and lever clamps 
in the market, any one of which is superior to the old hook 
and wedge clamp. It takes a molder ordinarily half an hour 
to clainp up his flasks for a day’s heat, which time is partly 
lost in hunting for and selecting the right kind. 

able clamp forming part of a flask which could not be lost and 
would always be ready for use, would be the ideal thing in 
the hands of the molder. 

Cleaning barrels, which are known by some as rumblers, 
by others tumbling barrels or rattlers, are in extensive use in 
nearly all foundries. They should always be provided with 
exhaust pipes to carry off the dust and burnt sand removed 

from the surface of the castings. They should be placed on 
a good foundation and protected by an outside shield or cov- 

ering. They are always better outside the foundry than 
within. Many foundries rely upon the cleaning to improve 
the appearance of their castings by ‘‘ running them through 
the mill.’”’ Rumbling, however, will not in all cases remove 

the molding or core sand sufficiently for tooling. Especially 
where castings are faced off or worked out with expensive 
milling or complicated boring tools, it is advisable to put 
them through a pickling bath. Diluted sulphuric acid, which 

was used until quite recently for this purpose, has been 
replaced of late by hydro-fluoric acid, which gives unques- 
tionably better service. It is best to keep it in a lead-lined 
tank or box which is provided inside with strong wooden 
lattice work. Neither wood, lead nor iron is appreciably 

attacked by the acid, while it actually dissolves the sand ad- 
hering to the castings. The wooden lattice work protects the 

lead from injury and allows the sediment to drop below the 
false bottom of the bath. Buta casting is not finished after 

it leaves the tumtling barrel. Gates and pins have to be 
chipped off to make a presentable piece of work. Sinking 
heads and gates of large castings are mostly cut off by cir 
cular saws, while hammer and chisel usually do the rest. 

We have seen what extensive use we can make of com- 

pressed air in the foundry. And right here we have another 
application by replacing the ordinary hammer and chisel with 

pneumatic chipping tools. They accomplish about three or 
four times the amount of work which one man turns out in the 
old-fashioned manner. Though outrageously high-priced in- 

struments, they will soon pay for themselves. The buyer 
apparently has to divide his profits effected by saving in 
labor, with the patentee or maker, or perhaps with both. 
These tools could unquestionably be made and sold for nearly 
one-third of the price for which they are sold at present; and 

if lower in price they would not only sell in larger quantities, 
but they would certainly be more universally introduced in all 

foundries. 
A further valuable application of compressed air could be 

made by the installation of sand blast machinery for cleaning 
castings. I have personally never seen one of these sand 
blast machines in use in a foundry, but I have seen them used 
successfully in glass factories, and the results obtained there- 

from convince me that they are equally as good for cleaning 

castings. These samples which I had cleaned by a primitive 
experimental contrivance of this nature may give you a fair 
idea of the finish the sand blast puts on to the surface of 
rough castings, as it will also demonstrate to you the practi- 

cability of this method, if I add that the cleaning of this par- 
ticular piece was accomplished in less than a minute. 

Sand mixers constructed after the principle of centrifugal 
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machines apparently give the best satisfaction. In selecting 
the right kind, attention should be paid to the minor details 
of construction. Its bearings should be well protected, so 

that no sand or dust can locate between the rotating parts and 

their journals. Its pulleys or driving mechanism should be 
conveniently arranged to suit each special case. A few years 

ago the writer met with some difficulties of this nature. A 
centrifugal sand mixer was purchased and had to be erected. 

The only main shaft in the foundry was the one which trans- 
mitted power to the blast of the cupola and to anelevator. It 
was a continuation of the main shaft of the adjoining machine 

shop, which portion was kept running from morning till night, 
but the part in the foundry was kept running only when the 
blast or the elevator was required. Besides this, there was 

no convenient place for the mixer in the immediate neighbor- 
hood of the main shaft. Therefore a small rotary engine was 
coupled to the upper end of the central shaft of the mixer. 

Steam pipes were led to and from the same and ever since it 
has worked admirably, never giving the least dissatisfaction. 
It stands isolated from the other machinery, at considerable 
distance from the néarest main shafting, and can be operated 

independently from other machineries, whenever its service 
is required. 

The only subject remaining which requires mentioning in 
this paper is the chemical and physical laboratory, which 

though really not a part of the foundry proper, should always 
take the first place in its equipment. Much has been said 

about it of late by men who are by far better able to speak 
about it than myself. In referring you to the exhaustive liter- 
ature on this subject, I will merely urge that the introduction 
of the laboratory should be carefully considered by all found- 

ry managers, for! am convinced that it will unquestionably 

result in a profit for the manufacturer. 

Finally I wish to call your attention toa passage in the paper 

read in the last meeting by Mr. Paul Kreutzpointner, where 

mention is made of the segregation of the various components 
in cooling liquid metal. The ordinary process of crystalliza- 

tion is well known to all, and what happens with liquid metal 
was so ably described in the paper and exhaustively discussed 

in the following debate, that it leaves no doubt such action of 
segregation can be effectually prevented by pouring the metal 
at the lowest possible predetermined heat. To accomplish 
this readily and positively, we have but one resource, and 

that is by measuring its temperature. Several large found- 

ries in Europe, among others Krupp, in Essen, Germany, 
have used the Le Chatelier pyrometer quite successfully 
for this purpose, and this instrument is just now being intro- 
duced for the same purpose in several of our progressive 

large foundries. We shall certainly hear in the nearest future 
of the results which have been obtained by its application, and 

we may expect that the pyrometer will find a prominent place 

among the latest and most useful of our foundry appliances. 

Mechanical Engineers’ Niagara Meeting. 

The 37th meeting of the American Society of Mechanical 

Engipeers will be held at Niagara Falls, N. Y., May 31 to 
June 3. At the opening session an illustrated description of 

the work and methods of the Cataract Co. will be given by 
Messrs. Coleman Sellers and W. A. Brackenridge. Techni- 

cal papers will be read as follows: ‘Plea for a Standard 

Method of Conducting Engine Tests,"’ by George H. Barrus. 

‘* Extension of the Standard Uniform Methods of Conducting 
and Reporting Steam Engine Tests,"’ Bryan Donkin. ‘ The 
Hanging and Setting of Fire Tube Boilers,’’ O. C. Woolson. 

‘‘What is the Heating Surface of a Steam Boiler?’ C. W. 

Baker. ‘Patents,"’ James W. See. ‘Relations between the 

Purchaser, the Engineer and the Manufacturer,"’ W. H. 

Bryan. ‘‘One Hundred Years of Ginning and Baling Cot- 
ton,"’ George A. Lowry. ‘Graphic Diagrams and Glyptic 
Models,"’ R. H. Thurston. ‘The Protection of Steam Heated 
Surfaces,"’ Charles L. Norton. ‘‘Bending Tests of Locomo- 

tive Stay-Bolts,"’ F. J. Cole. ‘* Note on the Carbon Contents 
of Piston Rods,"’ J. E. Johnson. ‘ Experiments on Cast Iron 

Cylinders," C. H. Benjamin. ‘‘ Mechanical Properties of 
Certain Aluminum Alloys,"’ R. C. Carpenter. ‘‘ Method of 

Manufacture and Tests of a New Seamless Tube,"’ R. C. Car- 

penter and P. J. Fickinger. 

Tue Wellston Iron & Steel Co., Wellston, O., has increased 

its capital stock from $50,000 to $150,000. 
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ADULTERATION OF PAINT FOR METALS. 

An example of the advantage of rigid tests over a manu. 
facturer's reputation as a guarantee of the quality of en. 

gineering materials is furnished by a correspondent of the 
Rensselaer Polytechnic. 
A large steel structure was to be painted, and the specifica- 

tions called for a coat of red lead and linseed oil, in such deteils 
as to ensure a pure article thoroughly applied. The story 
continues as follows: 

‘*Soon after the framework was ready for the first coat of 

paint, asales agent of an old and reputable manufacturing 
firm presented to the sperintending engineer a ‘ ready-mixed 
red lead’ as being superior to the ordinary painter's mixture; 
he urged that a paint compounded by the manufacturer would 

be more uniform in proportion of oil and pigment and the 
ingredients more completely intermixed than if mixed by the 

painter himself; he also adroitly gave impression that this 

compound consisted almost entirely of linseed oil and red 
lead, each pure and of the best quality. To enforce his state- 
ments he referred to several users of his paint. One of these 

references was carefully verified. A long line of elevated 
railroad had been painted with the compound, and the engi- 
neer in charge freely commended its quality, giving an 

analysis, made at his request by a somewhat noted firm of 

commercial chemists. This certified that the sample sub- 
mitted contained about 80 per cent of linseed oil and 20 per 

cent of pigment, there being over 99 per cent of pure red 

lead. Favorable opinions were obtained from other parties 
referred to, including one from the management of a promi- 
nent steam railroad based upon an analysis by its chemist, 

the results of which were similar to those above cited. In 

conse juence, these statements of analyses and opinions being 
accepted, the ‘ready mixed red lead’ was substituted at the 
shops for the mixture previously used. In due course com- 

plaint was made that the prepared compound was unsatisfac- 

tory; when dried it became upon exposure more white than 
red, and it tended to flake off or exhibit on the painted sur- 
face a loose powder of apparently solid substance. 

‘‘Two analyses of the prepared paint were then made, not 
by a commercial chemist but by one whose competence, im- 

partiality and professional standing are beyond question. 

The first sample submitted to him was from the painter's 
bucket, and accepting the possibility that this might have 

been ‘doused’ by the painter himself; the second was from 

the package as delivered from the manufacturers. The rela- 
tive proportions in bulk so determined were, per first analysis, 
57 per cent of linseed o1l, 20 per cent of turpentine, 11 per 
cent of red lead, and 12 per cent of chalk; and per second 

analysis, 65 per cent of linseed oil, 14 per cent of turpentine, 
8 per cent of red lead, and 13 per centof chalk. These 
analyses showed that the painter had not ‘doused’ the con- 

tents of his bucket, that the mixtures were not uniform in 

composition, and that turpentine and chalk had been in large 
proportions added as adulterants. So soon as reports of these 
results were obtained the use of the mixture was stopped, and 

a paint of oil and red lead, as prescribed by the specifications, 
was thereafter applied. Some time later the plausible vendor 

substantially admitted that the two analyses last mentioned 

were in the main correct.”’ 
There are two remedies which may be employed to guard 

against fraudulent adulteration of paints and other manufac- 
tured compounds, such as that described in the above extract. 
One is that the consumer shall have his own chemical and 
physical testing laboratory, in which samples of the goods he 
wishes to purchase shall be tested. Such laboratories are 
maintained by some of our largest railroads and manufactur- 
ing companies. The other is that the public conscience shall 
be awakened to the fact that adulteration of a compound and 
selling it under the pretense that it is unadulterated, isa 
crime, and should carry with it the same penalty as any 
other attempt to obtain money by fraud or false pretense. It 
may be the duty of a purchaser to know what he buys—let 
the buyer beware—but every consumer of paint cannot have & 
chemical laboratory, and it is the duty of the state to define 
and punish crime. If the legislature should pass a law pro- 
viding that every compounded substance like paint must be 
sold under a label which should give its analysis for chalk, 
barytes, turpentine and other adulterants, just as in some 
states fertilizers are sold, and providing for analyses by pu> 
lic chemists, and prosecution of adulterations by the public 
prosecutor, such fraudulent practices as those described above 
would be made so dangerous that they would soon be almost 
entirely done away with.—[Engineering News. 
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THE WESTERN FOUNDRY- 

MEN’S ASSOCIATION. 

The annual meeting of the Western Foundrymen’s Asso- 

ciation was held Wednesday, May 18, 1898, at 7:30 P. M., at 

the Great Northern Hotel, Chicago, with the president, C. A. 
Sercomb, in the chair. The following were present: C. A. 

Sercomb, Schwab & Sercomb, Milwaukee, Wis.; F. M. Lyon, 

Burlington Route Foundry, Aurora, Ill.; W. N. Moore, Joliet 

Stove Works, Joliet, Ill.; H. F. Frohman, S. Obermayer Co., 

Cincinnati, O.; A. Sorge, Jr.; S. T. Johnston, S. Obermayer 
Co.; F. G. Coffeen, Deering Harvester Co.; W. A. Jones, 

W. A. Jones Foundry & Machine Co.; C. J. Wolff, L. Wolff 

Mfg. Co.; A. M. Thompson, Link Belt Machinery Co.; D. A. 

Johnson, Jos. Dixon Crucible Co.; C. J. Wiltshire, Gates Iron 

Works: A. W. Bodell; O. T. Stantial, Illinois Malleable Iron 

Co.; G. H. Carver, Plano Mfg. Co.; E. W. Smith, Crane Co. ; 

C. H. Hopke, Western Foundry Co.; H. S. Vrooman; Robert 
Barr, Cleveland & Barr; B. M. Gardner, 7/e /ron Trade 

Review, all of Chicago. 

President's Report. 

To the Western Foundrymen’s Association. 

GenTLEMEN:—Early in 1893 a few foundrymen, possessed 

of the idea that a foundrymen's association based on educa- 

tional lines would be of benefit to those engaged in iron manu- 

facturing, met in Chicago. I may be excused when I men- 

tion the fact that I had the honor to be chosen president pro 

tem of the organization. This corporal’s guard has had the 

satisfaction of witnessing a growth to a company numbering 
113. Interest in an organization of this kind by those engaged 

in iron industries should not be permitted to flag. We wish 
to know if it is advisable to throw away all the charts and 
guides of the past and continue to work by rule of thumb, 
or make a short cut and learn from the knowledge and experi- 
ence of others in similar pursuits, and combine their knowl- 
edge with ours; in fact, to use if possible the brains of others. 

It is hard to maintain an organization of this kind, and if we 
have Succeeded to a large extent through five years of great 
depression, then our work is to be commended and we should 

feel encouraged. We should not permit ourselves to retreat 
into obscurity because we have not accomplished as much as 
we could desire; for in spite of our shortcomings we stand in 

the front rank of the great army that is pushing on to improve- 

ment. Ideas may be formulated that are perfect in them- 
selves, but they cannot be established unless a sufficient num- 
ber understand their purpose and value. The work of the 
association is appreciated, as is shown by the publication of 
papers read at our meetings, and the discussion thereon in 
journals throughout the country. The organization accom- 
plishes much by bringing the foundrymen and supply men 

together and making us better acquainted with each other. 
The pleasant acquaintances I have made since being con- 
nected with the association have been of value to me in 

Many ways. The questions and papers brought before the 
association for discussion are interesting and valuable, and 

, Our association is destined to exert a great influence in plac- 

ing its members high in the ranks of intelligent foundrymen. 
The social side has never been made prominen—scarcely 
enough so. We must be entertained if we are tosecure the 

greatest interest and the best results, and it might be well 
to have our editing committee act also as an entertainment 
committee. 

- The meeting called at Cincinnati last September was dis- 
appointing as to the number of our members who attended, 

but there was a compensating feature in the large attendance 
of foundrymen from all parts of the country. Everything 

was done for our entertainment and to make our visit pleas- 
ant, combining business with a general good time. Invita- 
tions to visit the Chamber of Commerce, the S. Obermayer 

Co.'s plant and the Niles Tool Works were accepted. 

To the officers of the association I wish to extend my thanks 
for their unselfish support, and to the members for their assis- 
tance and good-will. Respectfully submitted, 

C. A. Sexcomn, president. 

Treasurer’s Report. 
May 15, 1898 

Balance on hand gS pasntantinn alcansnaatenantitiaaimapindia $ 468.68 
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Receipts from May 15, 1897, to May 15, 1898 : 44.17 

Experditures from May 15, 1897, to May 1s, 1808 timation sae 

Indebtedness May 15s, 1898...... —" ‘ 
Balance on hand May 15, 1808 ........ — $ 213.4 

DETAILS OF EXVENDITURES, 

Previous Secretary's expenditure $ 1 

Printing and stationrey..... — , —_ 67 9 

| er - : esote 140.55 

Stenographer 

ee . 0 

Banquets, entertainments, etc 

Misc. expenses, telegrams, telephone, expressage, etc 

Total. sevens . meee $1,199.35 

COMPARISON OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES FOR YEARS ENDING 

MAY I5, 1897, AND MAY 15, 1808. 

May 15.'98. May 15, ‘9 Increase. Decrease 

Potal receipts $ 944.17 $1,062 2 . $117.08 

Total expenditures , 1,199.35 g62 54 $ 

Balance on hand 213.47 gOS € I 

Liabilities .......... 

DETAILS. 

May 15, 'o%. May is, ‘97. Increase. Decrease 

Postage........ ' $:40.55 $ 62.4 $ 78 

Stenographer... 600. ox ne 

Printing and stationery... 367.95 162 62 2 

Miscellaneous, banquets, enter 
tainments, etc : 45 00 1! $ 67.3 

Respectfully submitted, 

©. T. Stantial, Treasurer. 

Secretary's Report. 
To the Western Foundrymen’'s Association. 

GENTLEMEN:—I have the honor to submit herewith my an- 

nual report as secretary of your association for the past year. 

At the last annual meeting there were reported 110 names on 
our membership roll. In spite of continued business depres- 

sion this number has been increased to 113 during the past 
year. Since the last annual meeting there have been elected 
18 new members. On the other hand we have lost, by fail- 

ure in business, resignation and death, 15. The list of mem- 

bers showed“‘one year ago to of the total number had not qual 
ified. This year shows 9 such delinquents. Of these 9 there 

are 4 carried over from last year, and I would suggest that a 
final notice be sent to delinquents, giving them 30 days to 

complete their membership, otherwise their names to be 
erased from the rull. 

A most successful out-of-town meeting was held in Cincin- 

nati during October, 1897. This added 14 new names to our 

roll, and the meeting was distinguished by the excellence of 
its papers and discussions, as well as by the lavish hospitality 
shown by the Cincinnati foundrymen and supply men. This 

was duly acknowledged by appropriate resolutions passed by 

the Association, but I feel that I desire to add my own per- 
sonal thanks for the kindness of our friends 

The by-laws of the association were amended and put into 
final shape during the past year, and | hope that the interest 

jn our work will grow continually. The Western Foundry 

men's Association has during the past year retained its lead 
ing position and has acted as pioneer in various directions in 

which other foundrymen’s associations have followed. The 

high standard of the work done is acknowledged universally, 

and a continuance of the earnest efforts heretofore put forth 
is bound to produce increasingly valuable results. 

The following is a list of the papers read and topical ques- 

tions discussed during the past year: 
May, 1898.—An illustrated lecture entitled, ‘A Modern 

Foundry in Europe,"’ by Henry Gretener, was read, describ- 
ing the foundries of Sulzer Bros. at Wintherthur, Switzerland. 

July, 1897.—‘‘ Foundry Facing,” by H. F. Frohman. Ke- 
port of Committee on Apprenticeship. 

October, 1897.—‘‘ The Value of Physical Tests,’’ by 5. 5. 
Knight; ‘‘Comparative Fusibility of Foundry Metals,"’ by 

Thos. D. West; ** Molding Sand,"’ by Db. H. Truesdale."’ 
November, 1897.—‘' Plaster Casts and other Methods of 

Molding Shell Forms,'’ by John C. Knoeppel. 
December, 1897. —‘* Method of Obtaining Weekly Shop 

Costs,"’ by W. N. Moore. Further discussion of the paper on 
‘* Molding Sand,"’ with special contribution by H. C. Louden- 

beck. 
January, 1898.—‘* The Value of Metalloids in Cast Iron,’’ by 

Major Malcolm McDowell. 
February, 1898.—‘‘ Mechanical Changes in the Mixture of 

“ 
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Cast Iron,’’ by E. W. Smith. Further discussion of the paper 

on ‘‘ The Value of Metalloids in Cast iron, with a supplemen- 

tary contribution by Major McDowell. 
March, 1898.—Discussion of the following topical questions: 

‘Is it economical to ventilate a foundry artificially? What 

has been your experience?”’ 
‘* What is your experience as to the effect upon coke of ex- 

posing same freely outdoors?"’ 
This is a very satisfactory showing. Nine original papers 

were read against six during the previous year. 

The treasurer has presented his report, but I wish to sup- 

plement it by stating that there are outstanding on May 15, 
1898, $685 of uncollected dues and initiation fees as against 

$432.50 on May 15, 1897. Adding this uncollected amount to 

the cash in hand makes the assets of the Western Foundry- 
men’s Association May 15, 1898. $898.47. 

In retiring from office I wish to thank the officers, board of 

directors, editing’ committee and members of the Western 
Foundrymen’s Association for the uniform kindness and 

courtesy shown me in my effort to do the work assigned me. 
I feel my severance from your service keenly, but trust that 

my successor may carry on the good work with continually 
growing success, and bepseak for him your full and unquali- 

Respectfully, 

A. Sorce, Jr., Secretary. 
The following officers were elected for the ensuing year: 
President—G. H. Carver. 

Vice-president—A. M. Thompson. 

Secretary—-B. M. Gardner. 
Treasurer—O. T. Stantial. 

Board of Directors— A. M. Thompson, S. T. Johnston, W. 

N. Moore, C. A. Sercomb, and W. A. Jones. 

Editing Committee—Henry W. Carter, B. M. Gardner, and 
S. T. Johnston. 

The secretary read the following letter: 

Derrorr, Mich., May 9g, 1898. 

A. Sorge, Secretary Western Foundrymen’s Association, Chi- 
cago Lil. 

Dear Sik:—The American Foundrymen's Association will 
hold its Convention in Cincinnati, O., on June 7, 8, 9, 10, and 
it is expected there will be fully 50 per cent more in atten- 
dance than last meeting. Every arrangement possible is 
being made looking to the entertainment and comfort of the 
delegates, and it is our desire that as many of the members 
of the Western Foundrymen’s Association be present as can 
make it convenient to attend. 
Try to bring this matter before your association at your 

next meeting. Yours truly, 
Joun A. Penton, Secretary. 

On taking the chair, the new president,G. H. Carver, made 

a short speech of thanks for the honor conferred upon him, 
and promised to use his efforts for the furtherance of the in- 

terests of the association during his term of office. A rising 
vote of thanks was tendered the retiring officers for their serv- 

ices during the past year, and the meeting adjourned. 

After the adjournment the members proceeded to the Palm 
Garden of the Great Northern Hotel, where they partook of a 

light supper which had been prepared for their entertainment. 

fied assistance. 

Tue Ohio Legislature has enacted a new anti-trust law 

which defines a trust to be a ‘t combination of capital, skill or 
acts by two or more persons, firms, partnerships, corporations 
of persons to create or carry out restrictions in trade or com- 

merce; limit or reduce the productoin or increase or reduce 
the price of merchandise or any commodity; prevent competi- 

tion in manufacturing, making, transporting, selling or pur- 

chasing; fix at any standard whereby its price to the public 
shall be in any manner controlled any article of merchandise 

intended for sale or consumption or to make any agreement 
to carry out any of these unlawful purposes.’’ A penalty of 

from $:0 to $5,000, with imprisonment from six months toa 

year, and forfeiture of the charter 1s fixed. 

R. B. Seipe., proprietor of the Philadelpha Black Lead 

Crucible works, 1324-34 Callowhill st., Philadelphia, has 

opened an office at 407 Cuyahoga Bidg., Cleveland, in charge 

of H. L. Schwarzenberg. The crucibles, stoppers and nozzles 
of the Philadelphia works have been favorably known to the 

trade for 30 years. Mr. Schwarzenberg’s acquaintance with 

iron and brass foundries and steel works in the Central terri- 
tory is of large standing and will give him ready access to 

this trade. 
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INDUSTRIAL SUMMARY. 

New Buyers in the Market,and Some of Their Wants :— 

(If you are in need of machinery ofany description, please notify 74, 
‘ron Trade Review, and we will put you in communication with our 
advertisers at once.) 

A stock company with $25,000 capital is to be organized at 
Tecumseh, Mich., to manufacture a patent coupler. L, p. 
Tribon 1s temporary president and F. B. Wood, secretary, 

The certificate of incorporation of the Missouri Wire & Nail 
Co., of East St. Louis, capital $10,000, Richard M. Scruggs, 

Charles F. Hinze and Arthur N. Sager, incorporators, was 
filed last week. . 

Charles H. Connor, of New Albany, Ind.; A. Connor, of 
New York, and Edward H. Connor, of Louisville, have 

incorporated Charles H. Connor & Co., with $25,000 capital, 

to manufacture paving, roofing and other building material, 
at Louisville. Address Charles H. Connor. 

Cameron & Barkley Co., Charleston, S. C., is in the market 

for second-hand drill presses and lathes. 

John F. Riley, Charleston, S. C., will buy a small size 
second-hand wheel press and for a small ‘second-hand vertical 
engine of about six h. p. 

The Chandlee Fence Co. has been incorporated ‘by Geo. H. 

Chandlee and Horace C. Chandlee, of Washington, D. C., J. 
Russell Kelso and Chas. C. Hughes, of Baltimore, and Al- 

bert S. J. Owens, with a capital stock of $10,000, to manu- 

facture wire fences. J. Russell Kelso may be addressed. 

The Turner Engineering Co., Bucyrus, O., is fitting up for 
the manufacture of its water tube boiler the shops formerly 

occupied by the Bucyrus Co.'s shovel and dredge plant. In 
addition to boilers, the company will make stacks, tanks, 
stokers and do a line of plate and construction work, besides 

furnishing complete power equipment. A portion of the 

needed machinery has been bought, but other purchases are 
yet to be made. 

New Construction:— 

The Victor Mfg. Co., Pittsburg, whose plant at Aliquippa, 

Pa., was burned, has a less serious loss than at first reported. 

It will not need machinery but will put up an iron building 
75x200 feet. Enameled iron specialties are manufactured. 

The buildings to be erected at Cleburne, Tex., by the Gulf, 
Colorado & Santa Fe, according to the latest revised plans, 

are: One stone machine shop, 340x120; one wood and iron 

boiler shop, 340x90; one stone paint shop, rSo0xgo; one stone 
car shop, 180xg0; one wood and iron engine and boiler house, 

88x40; one wooden coal house, 22x40; one two-story stone 

office building, 40x66; one wood and iron store house, 200x40; 

one fire department building, iron, 25x40; one iron water 

tower, 16x100; one stone oil house, 30x60; one iron electrical 

room, 20x40; stone tranfser pits, 70x360; one round stack, of 

brick construction, roo ft. high, 16x9; covered platform, 

100x40; iron tool house, 30x60. 

At Birmingham, Ala., the plant of the nut and bolt come 

pany, recently formed there, is going uparapidly. ‘The build- 
ings are being constructed by T. C. Thompson & Co., contrac 

tors. 

It is reported that the Hamilton Mfg. Co., of Two Rivers, 

Wis., will build a new machine shop. 
The City of Buffalo is about contracting with the Edge 

moor Iron Works, Wilmington, Del., to build the superstruc- 

ture of the Hambury-Seneca st viaduct for $217,164. 

The Green Bay & Western Railroad Co., is having plans 

prepared for a large new machine shop at Green Bay, Wis. © 
The new power station and car house being erected by the 

Spencer, Warren & Brookfield Street Railway Co., at Brook- 
field, Mass., will have steel roof trusses and covering furn- 
ished by the Berlin Iron Bridge Co., of East Berlin, Conn. 

The dynamo and engine room roofs will be lined with the 

Berlin company’s patent anti-condensation roof lining It 

prevents the condensation of moisture from the underside of 
the roof covering, which if it should collect and drop upon 

the machine beneath, would cause considerable damage 

At Winsted, Conn., the machine shop recently burned, will 
be rebuilt. The contract is said to have been let to Otto 

Thiebault. 
Reed & Stem, architects, St. Paul, Minn., are taking figures 

on work at Oelwein, lowa, for the Great Western Railroad 

—————— Oo a 
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3 Hot Water and Real Purification fs 
* THE COCHRANE HEATERS. 3 
Ca Anything under 200° for your boiler feed water, with exhaust steam going to 

the almosphere, represents a loss that need not be made—about wm of the total 
cost of your fuel bill for every ten degrees difference. Many Heaters deliver wa 
ter at only 150°. because they are too small, or their heating surfaces have b« 

| come coated with oil from the exhaust on one side and lime scale from the water 
on the other. 

A Cochrane Heater ALWAYS gives the top temperature notch, 

208°-210°, when you've got the steam No deterioration what 
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Od Then there are other good points about these Cochrane Heaters and Purifiers aa 
% which are built by the + 
net 
Mal 46s’: The hand” makes a poor thermometer, 150 degrees Harrison Safety Boiler Works, 
fea) ‘‘feels"’ hot. Try immersing your hands in water at x) 

@} 120°. Washerwomen and dishwashers can do it—they're 17th Street and Allegheny Avenue, ~ 
re used to it—but the average man can’t. va) % PHILADELPHIA, PA. ie) 
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Co., as follows: Dry kiln building and equipment; electric 
hoist crane and transfer table; engine house complete with 

boilers, engine, pumps, air compressors, blast forges, dust 
collectors, etc.; also for artesian wells. power coaling ware- 
house, sewer and water cohnections for all builCings and a 
brick addition to the roundhouse. Bids to be in June 1. 

The Chester Steel Casting Co., Chester, Pa., has given the 
contract to Alva Kerr & Co., of Eddystone, for an addition to 

its plant sox6o feet, with a wing 25x60 feet. 
Phillips & McLaren, proprietors of the Fisher Engine 

Foundry & Machine Works at Pittsburg, whose plant was 
destroyed by fire April 6, will erect a new steel building 264 
x 80. 

The Riter-Conley Co., of Pittsburg, has begun work on 
the new steel building for the American Steel Casting Co., at 
Sharon, Pa 

The Pittsburg Bridge Co. has been awarded a contract at 
$8.998, to construct a county bridge over the Choptank River 
at Dover, Pa. : 

Sealed proposals will be received at the office of the county 
cummissioners, in Mercer, Pa., up to June 16, for the con- 
struction of a number of iron bridges. 

The commissioners of Allegheny County last week awarded 
cuntracts for nine county bridges to the Pittsburg Bridge Co. 

Additions, Enlargements, Removals, Etc.:— 

Plans have been prepared for an addition to the iron foun- 
dry of S. B. Sexton & Son, Baltimore. The architect is J. 
E. Lafferty, 28 Builders’ Exchange. 

It is reported that the Pennsylvania Company will remove 
its shops and yards from ssth st., Chicago, to Hammod, Ind. 

The tract it has negotiated for at Berry Lake takes in 6s acres. 

The Union Steam Pump Co., Battle Creek, Mich., has re- 
cently made an addition of sox6o feet to its main factory 
building, installing a new eight-spindle drill and a number of 
other machines. 

The Metric Metal Co, Erie, Pa., is building an addition 
36xgo, which will be occupied as a brass foundry. 

The Westinghouse & Electric Co., will shortly begin the 
erection of a large addition to its plant at East Pittsburg. It 
will be used principally in the manufacture of an arc lamp of 

new design. 
Jesse Gilchrist has purchased the machinery and contents 

of the machine shop at the Brilliant Tube & Pipe Co.'s Works 

at Brilliant, O. He will remove them to Toronto, O., where 
he is establishing a machine shop. 

An addition is being built to the seamless tube plant at 

Christy Park, near McKeesport, Pa., owned by the National 
Tube Works Co. This plant has been running for some time 

on orders from the Government. 

The Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. will shortly begin 

the erection of an addition to their extensive plant at East 
Pittsburg. The addition will be used principally in the manu- 

facture of an are lamp of new design. 

Fires and Accidents:— 

The Slaymaker-Barry Lock Works, at South Connellsville, 

Pa., lost its entire plant by fire May 21. It employed 500 

men. The insurance was $80,000. The company has $250,000 

capital. The works will rebuild at once, on a larger scale, 
At Waycross, Ga., the machine shops of the Waycross Air 

Line Railroad burned. The estimated loss is about $4,000; 

insurance, $1,000. 

The Aurora Novelty Works, owned and operated by D. H. 

Smalley & Co., manufacturers of metal punches and shears, 

urora, Ill., were destroyed by fire May 14. by lamp explo- 

sion. The loss is estimated at about $15,000, with small in- 

surance. 

is adjusted. 

Equipment has been set up at the new Sheffield, Ala., roll- 

The company will rebuild as soon as the insurance 

ing mill and a start will be made soon. 

Cut Everything, - - - - 
No. 1. Capacity, 4 inches. 

0. 2. “ 5 “ | 

No. 4. en 
No. 8. . =e. | 

POWER SAWING 
MACHINES 

For all purposes. 

Send for Catalogue. 

Chicago. New York. 
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MOUNT SAVAGE FIRE BRICK. 
TWNION MINING CoO., 

Proprietors of the CELEBRATED Mount Savage Fire Brick 

“# ~~ GOVERNMENT -$ STANDARD, 
Established 1841. Capacity, 60,000 Per Day ; 

The First Manufactory 

18,000,000 Per Year. 

of ite Kind in the U. S. 

Home Office and Works:—MOUNT SAVACE, Allegany County, Md. 
Branch Offices :—Ne. | Broadway, New York, N. Y.; Ne. 222 Se. Third St., Philadelphia, Pa.; Fergusen Bleck, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Stowe. Fuller & Co.. 195 Merwin St., Cleveland, Ohie. 

“OTIS” 

OTIS 
FIRE-BOX PLATES A SPECIALTY. 

Flange Plates, Ship Plates, Tank Plates, Stee! Car Axies 

and Forgings of all kinds. 

Steel Castings from 100 td 75,000 Ibs. 
Head Office and Works, CLEVELAND, OHIO. 

Agencies: NEW YORK, 97 Cedar St. CHICAGO, Old Colony Bidg. 
ST. LOUIS, 516 N. Third St. WASHINGTON, Kellogg Bidg. 

MONTREAL, J. G. Sibbald, 3 Windsor Hotel. 

SAN FRANCISCO, John Woodlock, 26 Beale St. 

RICE MACHINERY CoO., 166-174 South Clinton St., Chicago. 

Engineers, Founders and Machinists. 

Telephone 4448 Main. 

The DODGE American System of 

ROPE Transmission. Complete 

Piants Furaished. Try Indurine. 

Shafting, Hangers, Friction Clutches. Elevator, Brewery, Sugar Refinery 

and Oil Mill Machinery, Belting and Mill Supplies. 

CENERAL ACENTS FOR THE DODCE INDEPENDENCE WOOD SPLIT PULLEYS. 

General Industrial Notes:— 

The statement for Tennessee Coal & Iron for April shows a 

marked improvement over the corresponding month of 1897. 

Net earnings were almost twice as large and the earnings for 

the stock were $21,593. against a deficit of $10,663. Earnings 

on the stock for four menths amounted to $107,638, affording 
a dividend for the’ preferred. It is expected that improve- 
ment in net earnings will continue during the remainder of 

the year. The company has declined some export business 
The American Tool Works Co., of Cincinnati, has received 

through its offices at London, Eng., orders from Wimhurst, 

Hollick & Co., of London, amounting to $12,000, including 

engine lathes from 14-inch to 22-inch swing, planers, radial 
drills, upright drills, bolt cutters, milling machines and 

chucking lathes. Orders have come also from Pearson, Benn 

& Co., of Leicester, Eng., for a number of drill presses and 
engine lathes. 

recently on account of inability to get ocean tonnage to ad- 
vantage. Australian orders for pig iron ‘amount to 15 000 to 

20,000 tons. 

The new eight-mill tin plant of the Laughlin Mill Co., at 
Martin's Ferry, is completed and the hot mills have begun 
operations. The tinning department is not complete yet and 

it may not be in working order for a short time. 
The property of the Plano Steel Co., Plano, Ill., Frank H. 

Lord, receiver, will b e offered for sale to the highest bidder 

on June 16. The plant consists of rolling mill, machine shop 

and iron foundry. 
The Pacific Coast Rolling Mill, at San Francisco, will be 

closed down and the business terminated. The company has 
been operating at a loss recently but is said to be solvent. 
There are $713,000 worth of outstanding bonds and these 

with the other claims againsst the company will bring the 

aggregate indebtedness to nearly $800,000. Most of the 
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U. BAIRD MACHINERY CoO., 
123-125 Water St., PITTSBURC, PA., 124-126 First Ave. 

Machine Tools and Supplies, sx0u\«.. 
a i he ti Dt te te te wreeeees 

McOOWELL——=— 

SEMI-STEEL 
PROCESS. 

(Cupola metal Government tests ooo to 
49,000 tens. strength. 

' 
HANSON McDOWELL, 

1522 Monadnock. Chicaco. | 

SILICA BRICK 
For Iron and Steel Furnaces, 

Class Furnaces, etc. 

Special SHAPES MADE TO ORDER. 

DIAMOND FIRE BRICK WORKS. 
AKRON, OHIO. 

PUNCHES and SHEARS, 

PLATE PLANERS.,. 
Bending and Straightening Rolls, etc. 

IMPROVED DESIGNS FOR 
BRIDGE, BOILER, LOCOMOTIVE, 

and CAR SHOPS. ROLLING MILLS, 

and IRON WORKS generally 

New catalogue mailed on application 

Hilles & Jones Company, 
908 Church Street, 

Wilmington, Delaware. 
Heavy Single Punch No.6. Engine driven 

PUNCHES AND SHEARS 
OF ALL KINDS 

MANUFACTURED BY 

The Long & Allstatter Co., 
HAMILTON, OHIO. 

Send for catalogue. 

Kirtland G. Gardner, M. E, 
GENERAL 

DRAUGHTING 

AND 

DESIGNING. 

Address 

415 Sibley St., 

CLEVELAND, 0. 

bonds are held in San Francisco. The reason given for the 
losses referred to is that the company cannot compete with 
present prices of labor and material in Eastern States. 
The Baldwin Locomotive Works has received an order for 50 

locomotives for Russia. 
Hill, Clarke & Co.'s Chicago office reports a fair demand for 

heavy machinery, in which they are doing more than in lighter 
lines. They have sold a complete equipment of machinery for 

the new factory of the Munson Co., at La Porte, Ind., for manu- 
facturing horseless vehicles. They have also received orders 

for tools of various kinds principally from the Government 
for shipment to the Washington Navy Yard and the Rock Is- 
land Arsenal. 

At the Harriman, Tenn., rolling mill seven puddling fur- 
naces are in operation. The heating furnaces are to be re- 
built and waste heat boilers built over them. A new hammer 
is to be installed. 

The National Foundry & Pipe Co., Ltd., of Scottdale, Pa., 
will shortly put in blast the Charlotte Furnace, owned by the 
company. 

The Sterling Emery Wheel Mfg. Co., Tiffin, O., since the 
first of the year has been making improvements in its factory 
plant. It has built a large new kiln and repaired or rebuilt 
all the old ones so that they are as good as new. While this 

has practically doubled capacity, the company has been com- 

pelled to run over-time every day and still it finds it difficult 
to keep up with orders. 

The Edward P. Allis Co., Milwaukee, Wis., has an order 
from Laughlin & Co., Ltd., Pittsburg, for a vertical steeple- 

type compound blowing engine for the latter's Eliza Furnaces. 
The air cylinders are to be 84 ins. diameter and the steam 

cylinders 42 ins. and 80 ins. diameter, respectively. The fly 
wheel will be 24 ft. in diameter and will weigh 100,000 lbs., 

and the engine will be capable of delivering 40,000 cu. ft. of ? 
At Findlay, O., the Kellogg Weldless Tube Co. is working 

full time on projectiles for the Government. 
Mill D, of the old Catasauqua Mfg. Co., idle for three years, 

1s to be started up by the Catasauqua Pa.) Iron Co., a rec 

ganization of the old company, with $50,000 capital. 

The Pennsylvania Railroad decided early in the year to 

expend large amounts in improvements, but most of the work 

is delayed on account of the war. 
At the Cramp shipyards an unsolicited increase in wages 

has been made, amounting for many of the men to 25 per cent 

The location of the Geiser Thrashing Machine & Traction 

Engine Works, of Waynesboro, Pa., the Bonnet-Nance Stove 

Works, of Quincy, Ill., and the King & Andrews Foundry 

o., of Chicago, have creaetd an unprecedented demand for 
houses. It will require at least 350 more dwellings to accom- 

modate the men that will come to Chicago Heights with the 

new industries in the next two months. 

The W. A. Jones Foundry & Machine Co., 53 to 595. Jefferson 

st., Chicago, has been compelled to lease the premises in the 

rear of its present place, in order to accommodate the in- 

creased business coming in to its foundry. The floor leased 

gives sufficient room for the employment of from eight to ten 

additional moulders. 
The Sanderson Bros. Steel Co., until May 1 located at the 

corner of South Clinton and West Monroe sts., Chicago, is 

now established at 11, 13 and 15 S. Jefferson st., where better 

and larger quarters have been secured, more nearly in the 

center of the machinery district. 
At Muncie, Ind., May1g, the Common Sense Engine Works 

were sold to R. A. Davison of Chicago, and Mrs. G. C. Jan 

ney, of Munice. They had been sold previously at receivers’ 

sale to two banking companies. 

The Memphis Car & Foundry Co.'s plant at Memphis 
Tenn., has been sold at action to C. J. Wagner, at $11,000. A 

compan, may be organized to operate it. 

Delightful Lake Erie Trips. 

The Detriot & Cleveland Navigation Co. and the Cleveland 

& Buffalo Transit Co., will reopen the Put-in-Bay and Toledo 
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INLAND IRON & FORGE CO., 
Marquette Building, CHICAGO, (Manufacturers of 

BAR IRON AND STEEL, 
Angles, Channels and Special Shapes for Car, Carriage and Wagon Work. 

Iron and Steel Car Axles and Forgings. 

Works, EAST CHICAGO, IND. 
Formerly owned by East Chicago Iron & Steel Co.) 
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Conestoga Puilding, - ; PITTSBURG, PA. GAS AND : 

~crommmenerannyg- eee =. = sergio seem TheBrown GASOLINE Engine, 

Producer Gas under Tubular Boilers, saving 20 per cent in fuel. ae ee ag NO SMOKE. 
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If you are thinking of enlarging beer} 

mill, foundry or machine shop, or of pur- | 

chasing machinery of any kind, send us a 

line giving character of machinery needed. 

es a We can put you in communication with 
ESV ws 

manufacturers from whom you can buy 

THE FA R R E L ove ond noah)” advantageously. 

2 = C J U Ss HW ER. white cagioe Py - idle, “Charges Atel ou 
: ‘ | electric spark tube igniter. Made epee honor 
STANDARD OF THE WORLD. and fully guaranteed. Write for description and 

Farrel Foundry and Machine Co., er 
EARLE C. BACON, Engineer, Columbus Machine Co., 

Havemever Bidg., NEW YORK. COLUMBUS, O. 

division with double daily service June 15th between Cleve- To Mt. Vernon, Ohio—June 13th and 14th good to return 

land, Put-in-Bay and Toledo, leaving Cleveland at 8:30 A. until June 17th for State G. A. R. Encampment. Excursion 

M., for Put in-Bay and Toledo and ro P. M. for Toledo; daily, rates in effect from points in Ohio only. 
Sunday included. The steamers * City of the Straits. "’ and To Louisville, Ky.—June 19th and 2oth, for Jr. O. U. A. M. 

‘State of New York "’ have been elegantly refitted with new National Council Meeting. Return limit June 20th. 
carpets, furniture and draperies. A delightful way for a day’s To Mansfield, Ohio—June 27th and 28th, for State Christian 

outing isa trip to Put-in-Bay, or a week end excursion to Endeavor Convention. From pointsin Ohio only; good re- 

Toledo, leaving Cleveland, Saturday night, spend Sunday in turning until July rst. 
Toledo and return in time for business Monday morning. A To Washington, D. C.—July 3d, 4th, 5th and 6th, for the 
special feature this year will be a string band on each steamer. National Educational Association Meeting. Good to return 

July 15th, with privilege to extend return limit until August 

31st. 
Sie Se es eee eee To Indianapolis, Ind.—August 8th and gth, for L. A. W 

Via C. A. & C. R’y, Mt. Vernon-Panhandle Route, Sunday, National Meet. Return limit, August 15th. 

May 29th. Special train leaves Cleveland Union Station 7:00 To Richmond, Ind.—August 19th and 20th, good returning 
-A. M. Parlor car. Wheels free. Get tickets at Pennsyl- until August 28th, account Society of Friends Conference. 

vania offices. To Indianapolis, Ind.—August 20th, 21st and 22nd for 

Knights of Pythias Grand Encampment and Supreme Lodge 

REOUCED FARES. Session. Return limit August 30th, with privilege to extend 

until September roth. 
fo Various Points via Pennsylvania Lines. To Cincinnati, Ohio—September 3d, 4th, sth and 6th, for 

Excursion tickets will be sold via Pennsylvania Lines as in- the G. A. R. National Encampment. Good returning until 

dicated in the following paragraphs. Although concessions September 13th, with privilege of extension until October and. 
in fare are authorized for meetings of certain Orders, tickets To Pittsburg, Pa.—October 8th, oth, roth, rth, rath and 

may be obtained by any person whether a member of the 13th, good returning until October 17th, account Knights 
Ord: r or interested in the event. The reduced rates will be Templar Triennial Conclave. Return limit may be extended 

open to everybody. until October 31st. 

To Dallas, Texas—June r1th and r2th, account meeting of During the excursion season special rates will also be in 
Nobles of Mystic Shrine Return limit, June 28tn. effect via Pennsylvania Lines for special and local events. 
To Columbus, O.—June 13th and 14th, good returning until For particular information, please apply to nearest Ticket 

June 17th, for State Sunday School Convention. From points Agent of the Pennsylvania Lines, or address C. L. Kimbali, 

in Ohio only. Assistant General Passenger Agent, Cleveland, Ohio. 
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